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ANY DISCUSSION of the doctrine of
caveat emptor necessarily involves
a discussion of the free market.
And although it has been clearly
demonstrated that the free market
is the most efficient allocator of
scarce resources mankind has yet
discovered, it is not a popular con
cept. Its lack of popularity is prob
ably due to a misunderstanding of
the manner in which it works. In
any event, those who have benefited
most from its operation are often
among its severest critics, and even
those who are particularly vocal in
declaring their support of the mar
ket are frequently in disarray as to
its meaning.

Early in 1973, the present writer
happened to attend a public meet
ing where substantially all persons

Dr. Sparks is Professor of Law at Duke Uni
versity School of Law, Durham, North Caro
lina.

BERTEL M. SPARKS

The Consumer's Badge

of Authority

present considered themselves de
votees of free market principles.
On that occasion the speaker made
an approving reference to the doc
trine of caveat emptor. A number
of eyebrows were raised; and when
the time for questions and com
ments arrived, at least one person
raised an objection to the implied
approval of what the objector evi
dently considered as being some
thing less than the best of morality.
He specifically admonished his fel
low listeners to beware of showing
too little regard for the moral order.
His clear implication was that ap
proval of caveat emptor demon
strated a moral weakness. There
was little discussion of the point,
but such as there was tended to in
dicate that the objector had as
many adherents as the principal
speaker. And even the speaker
withdrew a bit from his initial posi-
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tion by admitting that he might
have overstated his case.

That incident appears to demon
strate a failure of free market ad
vocates, or people who think they
are free market advocates, to under
stand the tools of their trade. At
least it raises questions as to what
these particular supporters of the
free market, if they were actually
in that category, meant when they
used the term caveat emptor on that
occasion. It seems strange that any
one, and especially one who claims
to be a supporter of the free market
can find anything immoral about a
doctrine that does nothing more
than limit contractual liability to
the terms of the contract. Caveat
emptor extends no further.

Let the Buyer Beware

Literally translated, the expres
sion means, "Let the buyer
beware." To this bare translation
of the Latin phrase, Webster adds
the explanatory note, "that is, let
him [the buyer] examine the article
he is buying, .and act on his own
judgment...."1 That interpretation
by Webster is an accurate rendi
tion of what caveat emptor means
as it is applied in English and
American law.2 Let the prospective
buyer who is contemplating the
purchase of an article examine the
article, and then let him deeide for
himself the terms on which he is
willing to purchase or decline to

purchase the article. Let the rights
and duties of both buyer and seller
be governed by the terms upon
which they mutually agree, nothing
more and nothing less. When
viewed in that light, what moral or
ethical principle is violated by the
doctrine of caveat emptor? The
clear answer should be, none at all.

The notion that there is some
thing that is at least slightly im
moral or improper about the doc
trine of caveat emp,tor apparently
rests upon the mistaken belief that
its application relieves the seller
from his contractual obligations to
the buyer. This is a gross distortion
of what the phrase actually means.
The expression ca,veat emptor is
merely an effort to describe the
broader doctrine of freedom of con
tract as it applies to the vendor
purchaser relationship. The doc
trine has nothing to do with the
liability of the seller for the prom
ises he makes concerning the pro
duct he sells. He is liable for his
express promises and guarantees,
and in certain circumstances that
liability is extended to additional
promises and guarantees that may
reasonably be implied from the
nature of the particular trans
action.3

Precisely what promises or "war
ranties" will be implied depends
upon the intention of the parties
as revealed by the circumstances
surrounding the transaction.
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Where the circumstances justify
the implication, the implication
will be made; and when it is made,
the implied promises are given the
same legal effect as the express
promises. The chief difference be
tween the two kinds of promises is
a difference in the evidence by
which they are proved. But once
they are proved, they are both
treated as promises actually made,
and both are equally enforceable
against the seller.

The Growth of the Doctrine
of Implied Warranties

The doctrine of implied warran
ties is not new in the law. The con
tent of such warranties, however,
does change from time to time as
adaptations are made to changing
business practices. And the current
trend is toward expanding rather
than curtailing the areas where
such implication will be made. At
a very early date in the English
law it was held that a seller of per
sonal property (as distinguished
from real property) impliedly war
ranted that he had title to the pro
duct sold and that he had a right
to sell the same. Likewise there also
arose the concept of implied war
ranties of wholesomeness or fitness
for human consumption in the case
of a sale of food, and conformity
to sample where a bulk of goods
was sold by sample.4 Similar doc
trines were incorporated into

American law, and, with appropri
ate refinements and extensions into
new areas to coincide with changes
in trade customs, have prevailed to
this day.5

Traditiona.Ily the doctrine of im
plied warranties has not: been ex
tended to sales of real estate.G

Various reasons have been assigned
to explain this distinction between
real and personal property. All of
them have something to do with
what is believed to be the intention
of the parties. The buyer usually
makes a careful examination of the
real estate he buys and relies upon
his own judgment, or else he relies
upon the advice of a trusted con
sultant. The seller did not manu
facture the land and usually did
not erect the buildings upon it;
therefore, he is not in a position to
have the same kind of special
knowledge of its quality and fitness
as could be expected from the
grower or manufacturer of a pro
duct such as a bushel of potatoes or
a suit of clothes. Furthermore, there
is a lack of uniform specifications
concerning land or buildings; and
it is not unusual for a buyer, espe
cially one who is young or of
limited financial means, to deliber
ately look for a somewhat dilapi
dated house which is within his
price range and which he can im
prove with his own hands to the
point where it is both more useful
to him and capable of bringing a
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better price when he is ready to
sell.

But it is in the buying and selling
of real estate that the law fre
quently shows its capacity to grow
and to adapt itself to the changing
customs of the market. An illustra
tion of such an adaptation is cur
rently in process in the real estate
market. There w'as a time when the
housing consumer in search of a
new home was likely to buy a lot
and employ a contractor to build a
house. In that instance the con
sumer dealt directly with the
contractor and the contractor was
liable to the consumer for a work
m,anlike performance of his con
tract to build. In present-day society
it is becoming more likely that the
building of the house will be ac
complished by a real estate de
veloper who buys a large tract of
land, divides it into lots, and builds
houses on the various lots without
having particular buyers in mind.
He then offers the completed houses
for sale. The housing consumer
buys his house from the developer
and has little or no connection with
the actual building process. The
builder and the seller are one and
the same. Even in that situation,
traditional real estate law would
seem to dictate that the developer
would be liable to the consumer for
any express promises or guarantees
he might make concerning the
quality or fitness of the house sold

but that no such promises would
be implied.

Recent Change

But within the last decade there
has developed a trend toward recog
nition that the nature of the trans
action between buyer and seller
has so changed that the law must
adapt itself to cope with the change.
The developer has placed himself
more in the position of a manufac
turer offering a product of his own
making for sale. Under these cir
cumstances, it is more likely that
the developer, by his very acts,
manifests an intent to create an
impression in the buyer that the
house being sold was built in a
workmanlike manner and that it is
reasonably fit for the purpose for
which it is intended, namely, human
habitation. It is also likely that
the buyer purchased in reliance
upon that implied representation.
The situation has become an appro
priate one for the implication of
certain warranties by the seller,
and a number of courts have so
held.7

Such judicial recognition of im
plied warranties in this area where
there were no implied warranties
before does not affect nor is it
affected by the doctrine of cavea,t
emptor. Rather it is an adaptation
of an old principle to· a new busi
ness condition. It is a recognition
that as modern vendors of housing
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move into a market where they are
becoming manufacturers, they are
tending to place themselves in the
same legal position as the manu
facturers of other consumer goods.
By their acts, they are now making
certain kinds of implied promises
which housing vendors had not
made before, either expressly or by
implication. But they are promises
actually made and resting upon the
actual intent of the parties to the
particular transaction.

Buyer's Choice

Enforcement of such promises
is unrelated to the doctrine of
cavea.t emptor which is nothing
more than a doctrine that the seller
will not be held liable for promises
he did not make or purport to make
in any manner whatever. He is not
required, as a matter of law, to
guarantee the goods sold. Neither
does the doctrine apply in any
instance where the intent to guar
antee can be shown either by the
words used or by the acts done. If
the intention cannot be shown by
either of these methods, then cavea,t
emptor; that is to say, let the pros
pective buyer who is contemplating
a purchase of an article examine it,
make his own judgment as to its
suitability for his purposes, and
then let him decide for himself the
terms on which he is willing to buy
or decline to buy the article.

And if the buyer is not permitted

to exercise his own judgment as to
the suitability of a product for his
purposes, who is to make that judg
ment for him? That is the critical
question too often ignored by those
who would deprive the consumer of
his dominant role in the market
place. And the consumer does play
the dominant role in the market
place as long as he is permitted to
exercise his own judgment as to
what goods he will buy. The inter
ventionists who prefer having some
form of government agency in con
trol of the market offer numerous
reasons why the consumer cannot
be trusted to play that role. But
when their various reasons are ex
amined, it will be found that they
can all be summarized in just two
points. First, the consumer is not
in a position to make wise decisions.
Second, even if the consumer could
make such decisions, he would have
no way of getting the producer to
listen.

Pity the Consumer

The interventionist's lament over
the consumer's lack of qualification
for making his own decisions is
without end. A few years ago con
sumers were competing with each
other to see which one could have
the highest fins on his automobile.
If a producer expected to sell au
tomobiles, he had to put fins on
them. This was interpreted in
some circles as an unscrupulous
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effort by the producers to trick
consumers into paying for frills
that failed to add anything to the
functional qualities of the automo
bile. Some even suggested that
there ought to be a law prohibiting
producers from manufacturing
and selling automobiles with fins;
that is to say, a law to prevent
producers from offering the con
sumer what the consumer wanted.

The ridiculousness of the whole
issue was that no one could be
found who ever believed or claimed
that fins added anything to the
functional qualities of the auto
mobile in the first place. The cus
tomer wanted fins. That was all
there was to it. He didn't have to
have reasons. And if the consumer
wanted fins, the producer was
ready to supply fins. Whether or
not there should be a law on the
subject was a question of whether
the consumer or some third party
should decide what would best sat
isfy the consumer. If the consumer
was to be allowed to make his own
choice, no law was needed. His
willingness or unwillingness to
purchase spoke for itself, and it
spoke in language the producer
could understand. If the choice was
to be in the hands of a third party
who was necessarily a stranger to
the transaction, a law accompanied
by a whole body of enforcement
machinery would be needed.

The high fins gradually disap-

peared from automobiles without
their ever being prohibited by law.
But worse things than the pa.ssage
of an anti-fin law have happened
since. A whole swarm of consumer
protectionists have entered the
field. Each one insists that he
knows better than the consumer
how to make decisions for the con
sumer. And laws are being passed.
The most unfortunate victim of all
this is the American housewife. At
least she is being maligned more
than anybody else. It has become
fashionable for interventionists,
bureaucrats, and academic theo
reticians to demean her as being
one of the most stupid creatures
who ever entered a supermarket.

Bewildered Housewives?

According to some of these self
proclaimed protectors of the Amer
ican consumer, the bewildered
housewife never has any idea what
she wants when she enters a gro
cery store, nor is she at all ade
quate to the task of making her
own selections when she gets there.
The idea of permitting an ordi
nary, uninstructed housewife to
examine an article she is buying
and act on her own judgment is
totally repulsive to the interven
tionist. He will assure you that
such a wife doesn't know how to
compare prices or how to evaluate
her own needs.

It is doubtful if the American
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housewives are quite as incompe
tent as the interventionists seem
to believe. It is also a bit surpris
ing that some kind of retaliatory
measures have not been taken by
the American Housewives Associ
ation, or some similar body if no
organization under that name ex
ists. At least it would appear that
the ladies should be given an op
portunity to offer evidence that
they do know the difference be
tween pounds and ounces and that
they are almost as proficient at
comparative shopping and price
calculation as some of the inter
ventionists who worry so much
about them.

Even after the shopper has made
her careful calculations of price,
with or without the help of the
ever-present officeholder, is there
any assurance that her needs will
be met by the box of detergent or
the bottle of real lemon juice that
gives her the absolutely lowest per
unit price of merchandise? Is it
possible that she might choose to
pay a little more in order to get
the size that is more convenient
for her? Not all kitchen cabinets
are of uniform size or design. And
even if the lady doing the buying
has no reason whatever for select
ing a particular package except
that she prefers the looks of the
containers of that particular size
or shape, why should some inter
vening government official be ap-

pointed to frustrate her choice?
The selection is being made to sat
isfy a particular customer, and
who can possibly know more about
what will satisfy that particular
customer than the customer her
self?

Freedom 10 Err

Needless to say, if the customer
is left free to make his or her own
selections, many of the selections
made will be unwise, or even stu
pid, when measured by the stand
ards of different people who have
different tastes or desires. The real
question is whether or not a per
son of mature years should be free
to make mistakes. Should he be
free to select an unsafe automo
bile, or at least one without seat
belts, if that is what he wants ? If
his vehicle is more likely to create
a special hazard to others who are
legitimately using the highway,
that is one reason for denying him
the privilege of being on the road.
But suppose the only danger is a
danger to the customer himself.
Should he be compelled to protect
himself from that danger even
though he would prefer to assume
the risk? The interventionist would
answer, and has answered, that
question in the affirmative.

The interventionist would tell all
customers that they should not be
permitted to pay a higher 'price for
a product in order to get it into a
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package of a unique or colorful size
or shape. The interventionist is op
posed to letting the consumer ex
amine the article and act on his
own judgment. The consumer must
not be allowed a freedom of choice.
For if he is allowed such freedom,
he might hurt himself. And to al
low him to hurt himself, that is, to
allow the doctrine of caveat eJnPtor
to operate, would be immoral.

Unwittingly, the intervention
ist is striving toward a rather drab
society where the introduction of
new products will be delayed or
prevented, and the variety of arti
cles being offered will tend to de
cline. When ·he is pressed on that
point, he is likely to shift his em
phasis to the second part of his
argument. He will tell you that
even if the consumer does make
right choices, the consumer will
have no way of imposing his will
upon the producer or even inform
ing the producer of his choice. An
intervening government agency is
required for that.

Market Effectiveness

It is the contention of the pres
ent writer that if the consumer is
allowed the freedom of a caveat
emptor, open market system, his
control of the productive process
will be far more effective than that
of any government agency can
possibly be. That point will be dis
puted by the interventionists, and

it must be admitted that the over
whelming majority of the Ameri
can people are interventionists.
But majorities can be mistaken
even when their claims are most
persuasive.

In this instance the interven
tionists are eager to point out that
the manufacturer of an automo
bile, a box of cereal, or a pair of
shoes is likely to be large and
powerful while the consumer is
likely to be of small means and
lacking in influence. They will then
tell you that the big and powerful
producer is prepared to offer a
finished product to the consumer
on a take-it-or-leave-it basis, and
that the choice of the individual
consumer cannot influence the pro
ducer.

That line of reasoning seems to
ignore the marketing and produc
tion processes. The fact is that it
is the free choices of individual
consumers that force the producer
to constantly search for ways to
improve the old products and de
velop new ones. One might begin
by inquiring how the big and
powerful producer became big and
powerful in the first place. He was
not always that way. The truth is
that there are very few corporate
enterprises in the United States
that have had a very long run.
Most of them are quite young. And
with' the exception of those few
that might have become rich be-
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cause the government granted
them a partial monopoly by using
the powers of government to ex
clude competitors, there was only
one way for them to have become
strong and powerful. That way
,vas by producing the articles in
dividual consumers wanted and for
which individual consumers were
willing to pay. This is not to say
that the articles being produced
have always been good for the con
sumer in any objective sense. It is
to say that the articles were what
the consumer wanted.

How the Giants Began

This point can be illustrated by
a simple inquiry into how the Ford
Motor Company, General Motors
Corporation, International Busi
ness Machines, American Tele
phone and Telegraph Company, At
lantic and Pacific Tea Company, or
anyone of the corporate giants of
present-day American industry ar
rived at its current economic posi
tion. Each one had to begin by
offering a product or a service
that the consumer had been doing
without up to that point. In no
instance did the new producer have
any power to exercise over even
one consumer, to say nothing of
the whole body of consumers who
have since become customers. The
only thing any of these beginning
producers could offer was the qual
ity or attractiveness of his prod-

uct. He had to meet the subjective
approval, not only of one con
sumer, but of large numbers of
consumers or else be out of busi
ness very shortly.

Suppose circumstances had been
different. Suppose it had been t~e

approval of a consumer protection
agency rather than the approval of
a nameless mass of individual con
sumers that had been required.
Would the enterprise winning ap
proval have been different? What
standards would the consumer pro
tection agency have applied? How
well could the agency have under
stood individual consumer desires?
Where consumers differed as to
their respective wishes, how would
the a.gency have decided which
consumer to favor? Would the pos
sibility of bribery or fraud have
entered the field? The answers to
such questions as these can never
be known with certainty. But what
is known is that the route to ap
proval would have been different.
Control would have been removed
from the consumer and would have
been placed in some part of the
political machinery.

No Way to Tell

And if the power to decide what
product is to be produced is placed
under political control, it is im
possible to know which products
will best satisfy the consumer.
This is true even if every official
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involved in the process is motivat
ed by the very best of good will;
and every possibility of bribery,
fraud, or other improper conduct
is removed. It is true because the
public officia.l is necessarily a third
party. He is neither the producer
nor the - user of the product in
volved. Whether he is guided by
his concern for the protection of
the environment, the health or
safety of the consumer, or some
other such worthy purpose, it is
still impossible for him to kno\v
what the consumer really wants.
The consumer's power to make his
wants known by his acts in the
market place has been removed.

And once the political decision
is made, there is no longer any
measuring rod for determining
whether the consumer is satisfied.
The producer is not called upon to
meet the rigorous test of satisfy
ing consumer demand in order to
stay in business. The political au
thority has said that this type of
seat belt, this size container, or
this kind of shoes, and this only
will beoffered for sale in this jur
isdiction. The producer of the ap
proved product is thereby shielded
from the competitor who might be
ready to offer a different product
tailored more to the consumer's
wishes. The approved producer can
relax. He has won bureaucratic ap
proval; the wishes of the consumer
a.re no longer important. The con-

sumer is still free to buy or not
buy, but he is not in a position to
reward a competing producer who
might offer an unapproved prod
uct. The consumer's power of
choice, and therefore his power to
control, has been taken from him.

To Buy or Not to Buy

Under the free market, c'ave.at
emptor system, the consumer's
control of production is absolute.
And he has only one way to ex
press his approval or disapproval.
That way is by buying or reject
ing the products or services being
offered to him. If the market is
free, his rej ection of a product is
an invitation to a possible com
petitor to offer him an alternative
which will more closely conform to
his personal wishes. And every
time the consumer makes a pur
chase in the free market system,
he is casting his ballot for one
product and against another. Since
the consumer is the best possible
judge of what brings satisfaction
to him, he is likely to be both bet
ter informed and less corruptible
when exercising his choices in the
market place than he can reason
ably be expected to be when he is
at the polls casting his vote for a
new director of consumer protec
tion.8

As for the producer, the only
way he can get into the business
in the first place is to risk his cap-
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ital, labor, and abilities in the pro
duction of a new item without any
assurance that it will ever be ac
cepted. If it is accepted, he might
be on his way to a fortune; but if
it is not accepted, his substance as
well as his hopes are shattered.
His hopes are shattered because
he made an erroneous judgment
of consumer demand. There is no
political agency here to back up
the producer's choice or to com
pensate him for his losses when he
has misjudged the consumer. He is
left to the mercies of the free mar
ket; and as long as consumers are
left free, they are a tough lot. They
will not reward a producer for
having exhausted his substance on
a product the consumer doesn't
want. If the would-be producer who
has made the wrong estimate of
consumer demand is to remain an
entrepreneur of any kind, he is
forced by the market processes to
change his plans, make a new eval
uation of consumer wishes, and
try again. The significant thing is
that it is the consumer himself,
not a political commissar, that
must be satisfied.

ConsumerCon~olorPontican

The choice between a caveat
emptor, free market system and a
consumer protection system is a
matter of deciding whether the
productive processes should be un
der consumer control or political

control. If the goal is to satisfy the
consumer, the answer in favor of
consumer control is clear-cut. And
that means the choice is in favor
of the free market. Under that
system, .no product can find favor
in the ma.rket place without con
sumer approval. Neither can any
product be denied favor if it has
consumer approval. And the only
law needed to create an atmos
phere in which the free market will
operate is a law to enforce con
tracts between willing buyers and
willing sellers.

Thus far, emphasis has been on
getting a new enterprise launched.
Admittedly it will not be a success
in the market place unless it .meets
with consumer approval. But what
about the producer who is already
a success, the large corporation
that has already become a major
producer in the industry? Is an
enterprise of that magnitude sub
ject to consumer control even after
it has arrived? In this instance
the producer places his product on
the market at a particular price
and the consumer must buy it as it
is and at the price offered or else
do without the article. The buyer
would like to have· a slightly dif
ferent size, one that has either
more or less power, or one of a
different color or style. How can
the individual buyer persuade the
producer to give him what he
really wants? What .influence can
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the buyer have in getting desired
alterations or improvements 'in the
article? Or how can he bring about
a reduction of the price when it
becomes too high?

Consumer Power

The answer to each of these
questions and many similar ones
that could be asked is that the
consumer has the same quiet, but
deadly effective, control over the
established producer that he is
capable of exercising over the new
comer. In this particular arena of
human action, the lowest paid
wage earner is by no means help
less even in the land of the giants
so long as he is free to make his
own decisions as to what goods he
will buy or refrain from buying.

When the comparatively small
individual consumer decides to buy
his automobile from X Company,
his clothing from Y Company, or
his groceries from Z Company, he
does so because he has learned
from experience that he can de
pend upon these particular firms
to deliver what he wants. Of course
he is not qualified to make an in
formed inspection or evaluation of
the engineering qualities of the
automobile any more than he is
able to determine the purity or the
nutritional qualities of the gro
ceries being offered. Therefore, he
buys from a company whose prod
ucts have always worked and

whose promises are always kept.
But suppose that company fails to
meet its usual standards in just a
few instances. Consumer confidence
is shattered. The rest of the story
is then determined. There is al
ways an alternative source. And
the more highly industrialized the
economy becomes, the more certain
it is that that alternative is read
ily available.

But suppose Y Company, a well
established firm, never makes a
mistake. It always delivers what is
promised, its merchandise is of
impeccable quality, and it always
goes the extra mile to satisfy the
demands of every customer. Its
prices are high but customers are
satisfied. Is it possible for any
competitor to enter the market
under these circumstances? Why
should any customer ever leave a
company that is performing so
well and buy from an untried new
comer?

Attracting Competitors

The answer is easy. If the per
formance of the established firm
is so nearly perfect as what is here
described, you can be sure that it
has or soon will have a favorable
profit margin. The more favorable
that profit margin becomes, the
more likely it is that would-be
competitors will be watching for
an opportunity to enter the field.
That opportunity will not occur
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until some prospective competitor
is able to offer a comparable prod
uct at a reduced price or an im
proved product without substan
tially increasing the price.

As the profit margin improves,
the efforts of prospective competi
tors will increase both in numbers
and in diligence of effort. The com
petition becomes a race among gi
ants to see which one can bring
the greatest satisfaction to the in
dividual, low-income wage earner
at the lowest price. It is the kind
of race that is impossible except
in a free market. It is also the
kind of race that is inevitable in
the free market. It is a race to see
who can be first with a solution to
the problem of giving the con
sumer better service at a lower
cost. Under the kind of pressure
such a race is certain to generate,
somebody is sure to find a solution
if a solution exists. And as soon as
it is found, the fickleness of cus
tomers is such that many of them
will abandon their first love and
flock to the new.

That is the way consumer de
mand expresses itself in the caveat
emptor, free market system. It is
the process by Which individual
consumers have kept a constant
stream of new products flowing to
the American market for almost
200 years. If there is any way
consumers can exercise such abso
lute pressure in the consumer pro-

tection system, that way has not
yet been discovered.· It is high time
that the consumer protection sys
tem be recognized for what it is.
In its essence, it is a producer pro
tection system designed to protect
the producer from the rigors of
competition faced in the free mar
ket. So long as the market is free,
the consumer pressure for im
proved products is intense. No pro
ducer can remain in the market
without keeping constantly alert to
consumer demand. And that con
sumer demand is so constantly and
so urgently inviting competitors to
enter the field that no producer,
however· well established, can af
ford to relax in his efforts to im
prove.

A Change of Preference

As recently as the 1920's the
Ford Motor Company held such a
dominant position in the automo
bile industry that the possibility
of effective competition from any
source seemed remote. Ford had
arrived at that position by produc
ing the kind of vehicle the cus
tomer wanted at a price the cus
tomer was willing to pay. Having
arrived at that zenith, Ford con
tinued to produce the same kind of
automobile. He continued to make
the same product that made him
famous. He reduced price without
any decline in quality. But the
consumer was ready for something
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new. Chevrolet introduced innova
tions and frills at a slightly in
creased price. Consumers examined
what they saw, exercised their own
judgment, and began to buy the
competing product. And look who
is ahead now!

Even more recently an article
known as the ball point pen came
on the market. Although it sold
for considerably more than the
price of the old fountain pen, the
consumer examined the new ar
ticle, acted on his own judgment,
and decided to buy. So successful
were the initial offerings that fan
tastic financial rewards for pro
ducers seemed a near certainty.
This brought more producers into
the field with each one trying to
attract consumer attention. The re
sult was that the old fountain pen
virtually disappeared from the
market. The ball point pen was so
improved and its price pushed . so
steadily downward that, even after
all the intervening inflation, nine
teen cents will· buy a better ball
point today than could be had for
fifteen dollars in the years imme
diatelyfollowing its initial ap
pearance in the market place.

A Miracle in Process

What happened to the automo
bile and the ball point pen is illus
trative of what has happened
throughout American industry.
The speed with which compara-

tively new products have disap
peared from the market to make
way for still newer ones has been
fabulous if not miraculous. In fact,
the word miracle might not be too
strong. It is the miracle of a mar
ket where consumers are free to
call the shots, where they are free
to inspect every product offered to
them and to act on their own judg
mente It is a market where it is
not considered immoral for con
sumers to act on their own judg
ment. In short, it is a market that
is free.

In such a market, the consumer
has every producer and would-be
producer in the world striving to
give him more of the things he
wants and at the lowest prices
possible. They are not striving to
ward that end because of any spe
cial love they might have for the
consumer. They are striving to
please the consumer because that
is their only route to their own
economic survival. It is the pro
ducer's search for newer and bet
ter ways of satisfying the con
sumer that keeps the flow of newer
and better products pouring into
the market, thereby assuring a
wide variety of goods available for
almost every purpose.

Every time the consumer buys
a toothbrush, a loaf of bread, or a
ticket to the theater, he is using
the market to send a signal to the
producer about what he wants or
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does not want. The producer either
responds to that signal or goes out
of business to make room for a
producer who will. And every time
the government intervenes to prop
up a failing business or to restrain
the operation of a successful one,
the government is using the con
sumer's hard-earned tax dollars to
veto the consumer's wishes that
have already been registered in
the market place. Government in
tervention sends wrong signals to
the producer. The wrong signals
bring to the market more products
the consumer does not want and
fewer of the ones he does want.

The Best Government

Lets the Consumer Choose

The greatest contribution the
government can make toward pro
tecting the consumer is to quit
trying to make his decisions for
him and leave him free to make
decisions for himself. Let him ex
amine each article he is contem
plating buying and act on his own
judgment. Consumer choices will
then be accurately reflected in the
market place. In that kind of a
market, only those producers who
accurately respond to consumer de
mand and who operate with ef
ficiency will survive. Those who
are inefficient or who misjudge the
market signals will fail. And from

the consumer's viewpoint, it is as
important that some businesses be
allowed to fail as it is that others
be allowed to prosper. The impor
tant thing is that in the caveat
emptor, free market system, the
authority to control which ones
fail and which ones survive is de
termined by the consumer rather
than the politician. Caveat emptor
then becomes the consumer's true
badge of authority. With that
badge the consumer can dictate
what goods will be produced, in
what quantities, and at what prices.

~
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Free Money

HANS F. SENNHOLZ

RECENT ECONOMIC. DEVELOPMENTS

reflect and portend the painful
convulsions of our fiat money sys
tem. The federal government is
projecting a budget deficit of $34.7
billion for fiscal 1975 and a deficit
of $51.9 billion for fiscal 1976. The
U.S. Congress can be expected to
boost federal spending even furth
er which, together with the grow
ing deficits of such "off-budget"
agencies as the Postal Service and
the Environmental Protection
Agency, may raise the total fed
eral deficit to more than $100 bil
lion. State and local government
deficits are making additional de
mands for economic resources. To
finance such deficits out of the
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writer and lecturer on monetary and economic
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This article is published by permission from
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savings of the American people is
well-nigh impossible. Therefore,
the federal government 'may be
expected to rely increasingly upon
its monetary arm, the Federal Re
serve System. Only hyper-inflation
can finance super deficits.

A budgetary deficit is not just a
temporary shortage of money that
is readily covered by a loan. It is
not primarily a monetary phenom
enon that is efficiently handled by
monetary authorities and bankers.
Instead, a federal deficit means
consumption of economic resources
- real goods and services - beyond
those taken directly from tax
payers. It consumes the real wealth
and substance of savers who di
dectly or indirectly buy the new
Treasury obligations. The con1ing
$100 billion deficit, in fact, greatly
exceeds the annual savings of the
American people, which were esti
mated to be $74.4 billion in 1973
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and $76.7 billion in 1974. (Fed
eral Reserve Bulletin, February,
1975, p. 57).

Redistributing Wealth

VVhenever our savings are con
sumed by government, they obvi
ously can no longer be used by in
dividuals who would build or buy
homes, household appliances, or
make some other improvements.
More facilities of production are
used to serve government demand,
fewer are left· to cater to private
demand. As the U~S. Treasury en
ters the capital market to sell its
bills,notes and bonds, it absorbs
and consumes the very substance
of economic productivity. Its capi
tal demand is felt as a chronic lack
of capital for industry and com
merce, for public utilities, for de
velopment of more energy, mod
ernization and renovation and new
production facilities. It is felt as a
universal "shortage of funds"
which, in reality, is a shortage of
real savings and economic resourc
es. Plagued by such shortages and
enmeshed in serious economic dif
ficulties and crises, the federal gov
ernment then calls on the Federal
Reserve System to alleviate the
shortages through credit expan
sion and money creation. Tons of
new paper money are thus to take
the place of real goods that are
consumed by our political organi
zations.

The inevitable rise in prices of
goods, commonly called inflation,
then serves to withdraw the re
sources from certain individuals
and redirects them to the spender
with the newly created purchasing
power, the federal government. In
flation acts as a federal tax on all
holders of money and claims to
money. It silently and efficiently
transfers real income and wealth
from millions of individuals to the
inflating government. Nor do most
of the victims understand the na
ture of this taxing process. After
all, rising prices can be blamed on
merchants and industrialists, thus
exculpating the government that is
withdrawing and consuming the
economic resources. The very ad
ministration that is conducting
such policies may even blame busi
nessmen for the inflation and pro
ceed to impose price and wage con
trols on its victims.

A Tool 01 Politics

In the coming years of galloping
inflation the American people may
come to understand the true na
ture of the fiat system that makes
government the creator and guard
ian of money. They may learn what
the defenders of gold as money
knew all along, that fiat money is
political money - an effective tool
for the financial aspirations of
political parties and administra
tions. Fiat money serves as an im-
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portant implement, not only for
such policies as "full employment"
and "economic growth," but also
for massive redistribution of eco
nomic wealth from creditors to
debtors. Fiat money is the politi
cal device ideally suited to achieve
the transfer of income and wealth
on a gigantic scale.

Inflation that gradually erodes
the capital substance of the mid
dle class can be effective in the fog
of political confusion and econom
ic ignorance. In a few years of
double-digit inflation, the savings
bonds, pension funds, life insur
ance policies and even corporate
stock holdings which constitute
the very substance of the middle
class, are consumed by government
or transferred into the possession
of debtors. Massive deficits fi
nanced by double-digit inflation
thus sustain the redistributive so
ciety that heretofore depended
mainly on confiscatory taxation of
its richer members.

The proceeds of inflation as a
tax on monetary assets accrue not
only to the government that is
actively inflating the currency but
also to all other debtors, including·
corporations and individuals. When
the dollar depreciates, all creditors
lose while all debtors gain, whether
they are political organizations or
corporations. Economic property is
redistributed universally from a
large class of victims, commonly

the middle class, to the political in
stitutions and a new class of nou
ve,aux riches, which is enjoying the
fall-out effects of inflation. We
need not emphasize here that such
policies create new sources of eco
nomic conflict and social strife.

Yearning for Stability

The yearning of the people of
America for "stable money" is a
natural reaction to the painful ex
perience of unprecedented insta
bility. The task of philosophers,
jurists, historians, and economists
is to explain the alternative to the
fiat system, to teach the virtues
and advantages of· natural money
which is also honest money. If peo
ple who work and trade are free to
choose between political fiat and
gold or silver, they naturally turn
to the precious metals. They choose
the gold standard as a monetary
system in which gold is proper
money and all paper .moneys are
merely substitutes that are pay
able in gold. This makes the U.S.
dollar a piece of gold of a certain
weight and fineness.

But it is a popular mistake that
is shared by many historians and
economists alike that the gold
standard affords monetary stabil
ity and that gold coins are en
dowed with unchanging purchas
ing power. In a changing world of
human action, no money can be
neutral or stable. Even a 100 per
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cent hard-money gold standard, in
which the currency of each coun
try would consist exclusively of
gold, cannot afford stability of
purchasing power to its gold coins.
J list as the price of an economic
good is ultimately determined by
the subjective valuation of buyers
and sellers, so is the purchasing
power of money. Individual valua
tion of money is subject to the
same considerations of demand
and supply as that of all other
goods and services. People expend
labor or forgo the enjoyment of
other economic goods in order to
acquire money. At times they bid
for money, at other times they of
fer money, and all this bidding and
offering ultimately determines the
purchasing power of money in the
same way as it determines the
mutual exchange ratios of other
goods.

All plans to make money stable
are contradictory to human nature
and dangerous to individual free
dom, as they would call on govern
ment to enforce the impossible.
The yearning for "stable money,"
therefore, is forever futile unless
it means· to want honest money
that is free from the political
processes of public treasuries and
central banks. The best we can
hope for is monetary freedom that
embodies the freedom of contract
and choice of money. In freedom,
the American people once again

could express their preference for
gold and silver coins over depreci
ating political fiat.

A Crucial Choice

Our choice of a monetary sys
tem is of crucial importance. Do
we want a system in which govern
ment creates and manages money
through the political process? Or
do we prefer to leave that choice
to acting people who are exchang
ing goods and services on the mar
ket? If we rely on government we
must be prepared to live with gov
ernment fiat, which is ideally suit
ed to serve political ends. Fiat
money can be expanded or con
tracted at will, always accommo
dating the national policy of the
moment. Above all, it can be in
flated at will to supplement gov
ernment revenue.

On the other hand, if buyers and
sellers are free to make the selec
tion they may choose a great vari
ety of marketable goods as their
media of exchange. In the past, in
a selective process extending over
several thousand years, they chose
the precious metals, gold and sil
vel", as their money. Are they no
longer to be trusted with such
freedom of choice?

Government need not establish
the gold standard by any conscious
or deliberate act. In fact, the gold
standard needs neither rules nor
regulations, no legislation or gov-
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ernment control, merely the indi
vidual freedom to own gold. Of
course, this freedom of gold owner
ship embodies the freedom not
only to buy and sell gold for use in
industrial production, but also to
employ it in exchange.

The gold-coin standard means
sound money. It is true, it cannot
achieve the unattainable ideal of
an absolutely stable currency. But
it protects the monetary system
from the influence of governments.
The quantity of gold in existence
is utterly independent of the wish
es and manipulations of govern
ment officials and politicians, par
ties and pressure groups. There
are no arbitrary "rules of the
game," which people must learn to
observe. The gold standard is a
social institution that is controlled
by inexorable economic law.

Ful/y Redeemable

The issuers of money substi
tutes keep their currencies at par
with gold through unconditional
redemption. The issuing bank can
buy any amount of gold offered to
it at the parity rate, and agrees to
sell indiscriminately and on de
mand any amount of gold against
its notes or deposits. It thereby
renders no national service in the
sense of "defending" or "protect
ing" its currency. It merely ful
fills the contract it made when it
issued the money substitutes.

Under the gold-coin standard, in
flationary policies are not rendered
impossible, but they are made dif
ficult. Redemption requirements
and the threat of drains of their
gold reserves would restrain the
issuers of money substitutes from
inflationary expansion. For any
such expansion would alarm the
owners of substitutes and cause
them to demand redemption in
gold coin, which would spell ruin
to the issuer. As the gold standard
makes inflationary policies diffi
cult, it avoids the wide fluctuations
of economic activity, known as the
business cycle. This binds the is
suers of money substitutes within
very narrow limits, and thus ef
ficiently checks the sort of credit
expansion that creates great in
stability and generates the eco
nomic boom and bust cycle.1

Professor William Graham Sum
ner, the great Yale economist of
the pre-Federal Reserve era, de
scribed the instability of irre
deemable paper currency as fol
lows: "Scheme after scheme has
been proposed and tried for realiz
ing the gain which it was believed
that cheap money could produce
for the public; that is, for those
who buy and use currency. This
gain has been pursued as the al
chemists pursued the philosopher's
stone, by trial and failure. Whether

1 Ludwig von Mises, Human Action,
Yale University Press, 1949, p. 535et seq.
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there- be any such gain or not, our
attempts to win it have all failed,
and they have cost us, in each gen
eration, more than a purely specie
currency would have cost, if each
generation had had to buy it anew.
. . . The revulsions to which the
system was subject overwhelmed
us in every decade. The notions on
which the system was based are
proved to have been delusion, dis
astrous to everybody concerned, in
cluding those who tried to profit
by them."2

A World Market

The international gold standard
evolved without intergovernmental
treaties and institutions. Noone
had to make the gold standard
work as an international system.
When the leading nations of the
world had adopted gold as their
currency, the world had an inter
national money. It is true, the
coins boreditferent names and had
different weights. But this hardly
mattered as long as they consisted
of gold and could be exchanged
freely. After all, an ounce of gold
is an ounce of gold whether it con
sists of eagles or sovereigns.

The gold standard united the
world as it overcame the problem
of international payments. It fa
cilitated international trade and

2 William Graham Sumner, History of
Banking in the U.S., New York: The
Journal of Commerce and Commercial
Bulletin, 1896, p. 472.

finance, and thereby promoted a
world-wide division of labor. Coun
tries specialized in producing those
internationally traded commodi
ties which afforded them the
greatest comparative advantage.
But above all, the gold standard
encouraged exportation of capital
from the industrial countries to
the backward areas. Without fear
of devaluation losses or transfer
restrictions, European capital ea
gerly sought profitable employ
ment opportunities on all conti
nents. It developed commerce and
industry and thus improved work
ing and living conditions all over
the globe.

The history of the gold standard
heralds the principles and achieve
ments of free and honest money.
The history of fiat money is little
more than a register of monetary
follies and inflations. Current af
fairs afford but another' entry in
this dismal register. We may hope
for an early return of monetary
freedom and sound money, but
realization is hidden in the dark
clouds of the future. Sound money
is the most prominent concomitant
of economic freedom and moral
ity; fiat money is an inevitable
symptom of their absence.

The duty of each of us is to un
derstand and explain as best he
can the principles of economic
freedom and honest money. Our
future depends on it. ~



RALPH BRADFORD

The Pursuit of Excellence

THE PHRASE has a fine, challenging
ring to it - the pursuit of excel
lence. Nearly everybody responds
to the dare of it. To excel, to ex
ceed, to outdistance, to be master
of a situation, or of a technique,
or of a medium - this urge has
been a great stimulus to growth
and achievement, and men have re
sponded to it as far back as we
have any record of their emotions
and motivations.

About the time of Christ, Publil
ius· Syrus was lamenting how long
it took to bring excellence to ma
turity ; and Sophocles, some 400
years earlier, fretted because peo
ple didn't know the excellence of
what they possessed until some-
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body took it away from them.
Browning, on the other hand, at
tributed the growth of excellence
to a whim of "the Great Gardener"
- a kind of grafted-on gift from
heaven, rather than an attainable
goal that men might strive for.

Of late the pursuit of excellence
has tended to be thought of prin
cipally as an academic matter, and
students have been frequently and
somewhat tiresomely exhorted to
adopt it as their aim. And that is
all well and good, to the degree
that it may help set a productive
life pattern. But to limit the pur
suit of excellence to the classroom
is as futile as it is to assume (as is
often done) that education itself is
exclusively an academic process.
Actually, the ceremony of a gradu
ation, the acquisition of a coveted
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degree in some discipline of learn
ing - these events are but the ini
tial milestones along the way to
ward the balanced intellectual ful
fillment that constitutes an edu
cation.

A Life-Process

The concept of education as a
life-process is well expressed iIi an
episode related by Jean Renoir in
the excellent biography of his
father which he published some
years ago. After the long struggle
that led finally to general recogni
tion and acclaim, Pierre Auguste
Renoir grew old and became ill. In
time he lost the use of his right
hand through crippling rheuma
toid arthritis, and at 60 he taught
himself to paint with his left hand.
But by the time he was 70 that
hand also was so deformed that he
could no longer hold the brushes
normally, but had to wedge them
between his permanently clenched
fingers. Yet he painted on, still ex
perimenting, still striving for per
fection. And on the day he died,
he asked for his palette and a can
vas and, sitting propped up in bed,
he worked for several hours on
what was to be his last bit of
painting. And as he finished it, he
said to his son, "You know, Jean,
I think I am beginning to under
stand something about it!"

That was one man's pursuit of
excellence, as it applied to the art

of painting. Other craftsmen have
been equally assiduous .in their
special fields: the sculptor who
makes and destroys many models
in his quest for perfection; the
poet who scribbles and discards
through many a midnight to
achieve the right phrase or a fe
licitous rhyme; the naturalist who
experiments for twenty years to
produce a new rose; the dramatist
who writes and rewrites, even
after his play has been produced;
the research scientist whose 150th
laboratory experiment may be only
half way along the road to a final
discovery that shall benefit man
kind. These and their spiritual
comrades in many fields are seek
ers after excellence.

In Search of Freedom

But what of us who labor in a
realm that is no less vital and
should be equally demanding? It is
our purpose, we say and believe, to
express and defend and interpret
the spirit of freedom, which we
are convinced is of vast importance
to the human family. This is truly
a high calling, and should require
of its followers the same devotion
to excellence that we demand of
others in their various fields. But
this is not always easy to encom
pass, for while freedom is an ap
pealing abstraction, it is so related
to material things that we are apt
to express it in physical terms, and
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so lose half the battle of ideas at
the outset.

Thus if we merely assert that
people ought to be free from bur
densome taxation, we can be ac
cused of poor citizenship - of hav
ing an unsportsmanlike desire to
shirk our fair share of the cost of
government. About such matters
we need to be explicit. We are not
opposing the idea of taxes as such.
They are necessary to defray the
costs of government, which in turn
is a human necessity. The point is
that we object to having the power
to tax used whimsicaIIy and arbi
trarily, to finance ventures that
are outside the proper realm of
government, and that may be of
no benefit whatever, either to the
individual taxpayer, or to society
as a whole.

The Example of Foreign Aid

We can add that we object to
being taxed to support an ever
expanding bureaucracy that has
grown up about agencies that were
supposed to be temporary, to meet
some emergency, real or fancied,
but that tend to be perpetual. One
example out of many that might be
cited is our experience with what
may be lumped under the general
head of Foreign Aid. It started in
1946 as the Marshall Plan. Its
purpose was to help rehabilitate
western Europe, mainly France,
Germany, England and Italy, after

the ravages of World War Two. A
plausible case could be made for
this, aside from humanitarian con
siderations, on the ground that
these countries, with Belgium and
the Netherlands, were the econom
ic backbone of western Europe,
whose continuance as industrial
nations was essential to the west
ern world - and also because they
were very large users of American
goods and services. The original
idea was to help these nations at a
total cost of about $32 billion - a
sum that was vast, but support
able. Once they were on the way to
recovery the Marshall Plan would
go out of business. Or so it was
assumed.

Erosion of Freedom

But what happened? Instead of
phasing out, Foreign Aid became a
cornerstone of American foreign
policy, and is still in business after
nearly 30 years and several reor
ganizations, including five changes
of name. And the cost? I have not
checked it for the purpose of this
article, because we are not con
cerned here with statistics, but
with the torrential inertia o~ gov
ernmental programs, once they get
started. But if you like figures, the
latest I have at hand show that
this program has cost the Ameri
can taxpayer at least $171 billion.

This is not written as an argu
ment against foreign aid as such.
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Clearly there can be cases where a
loan or even an outright grant to
certain countries may be in our
national interest. But one can only
look with dismay and unbelief at
the list of some 120 countries all
over the world to which our coun
try has poured out all these bil
lions.

Why dwell on such matters? Be
cause they are part of· the erosion
of freedom that accompanies ac
cumulating and unamortized debt
- a debt, in our case, that is now
temporarily pegged at a possible
$500 billion, with a deficit for the
current fiscal year estimated at
around $50 billion! But why worry
about so crass and materialistic a
thing as mere dollars? One very
good reason (and this gets us at
once to the relationship between
freedom and physical things) is
that dollars are what we use to buy
food and clothing and pay bills;
and when the value, Le., the pur
chasing power, of those dollars is
eroded or destroyed through debt
induced inflation, our freedom to
live without threat and fear of
bankruptcy has been reduced and
may ultimately be destroyed.

And freedom is the essential
condition, not only for happiness,
but for achievement and progress.
Its denial or curtailment is the
precursor of social and economic
stagnation, and often of personal
degradation. Man, of course, has

never been wholly free from the
inner tyranny of his own nature;

'but granting that, it is true that
he has attained to the highest
levels of happiness and both ma
terial and social. progress in those
eras of time when he has enjoyed
the largest degree of personal and
political freedom.

But freedom, unfortunately, is
not a constant of the human con
dition. It comes-and, alas, it goes.
It is gained, usually at pain of sac
rifice and struggle - and it is lost,
often through sheer carelessness
with respect to life's political and
economic realities. Nations have
grown great and powerful, and
they have sickened and died; and
the malady which' laid them low
has often been the failure of their
own people to understand, prize,
enjoy and protect that vital, in
tangible thing called freedom.

Lack of Vigilance

At various times in human his
tory men have walked erect and
unafraid through streets in which
their not-tao-remote descendants 
sometimes, indeed, their own
grandchildren, or even their own
children-would cringe and wither
under tyrannical laws and condi
tions. At times, of course, such
conditions of disaster were im
posed by foreign conquerors; but
often they resulted from intellec
tual and moral sloth and the un-
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willingness to make the sacrifices
and exercise the vigilance that are
the price of freedom - or even, in
deed, to understand that such a
price is demanded.

And the loss or curtailment of
freedom is not always a disaster
of the remote past. In our own
times we have seen it happen.
Some of the nations that were
great only fifty years ago a-re now
reduced to near-bankruptcy or
vassalage. Others have been
brought down until they are only
debt-ridden, tottering relics of
their former greatness, whose peo
ple are burdened with confisca
tory taxes and stifled with re
pressive laws and bureaucratic
regulations. And why? Did they do
this voluntarily? Yes, alas - but
not intentionally. I mean they vol
untarily took certain actions, or
permitted them to be taken, in
what they thought was for the
general good; but they certainly
did not intend to bankrupt their
country or impoverish themselves
in the process.

Unintentional Injuries

Nowhere that I know of is there
any evidence that a great people
chose deliberately to be less great,
or that a free people elected to be
less free. The measures that have
led to their abasement - to debt,
inflation and smothering statism 
have usually been quite cheerfully

adopted by the people themselves
through action by their elected
representatives, all for the greater
glory. Nobody that I am aware of
in England ever said, in effect,
Look, fellow Britons, let us become
a second-rate power; or See here
now chaps, let us tax ourselves un
til we stifle our economy. Nobody
in Sweden, I believe, ever sug
gested to the enterprising people
of that country that they should
tax themselves to economic death
for alleged social benefits. Instead,
the English Fabians and their
Swedish counterparts proposed
only to improve the condition of
life for all the people. Juan Do
mingo Peron never, so far as I
am aware, threatened or intended
to destroy the money and cripple
the economy of Argentina; he was
just ,going to do something for the
"descamisados." Salvador Allende,
being a devoted Communist, may
have intended to bankrupt Chile;
but he never said so. His purpose,
he said, was to improve the lot of
the common people. And so on and
on, through the list of good inten
tions that have paved the hell of
inflation, bankruptcy and the death
of freedom, for much of mankind.

What is it that humankind has
striven for, down the long cen
turies of its life? Out of the in
stinct for self-preservation, plus
the promptings of a deathless hope,
the slowly emerging phylum of the
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human specie_s has been groping
... for perfection! In a strange,
blind, sometimes pathetic, but per
sistent way it, too, has been en
gaged in the pursuit of excellence
...,... the excellence of a better and
richer life..

A Magnificent Quest

And what a magnificent quest it
has been! Of its earlier stages we
know little and must rely on the
patient digging and informed Gon

jectures of the archeologists and
other delvers into the past. If we
express the lifetime of the human
race as a year, then we have de
pendable historic record of only a
few hours, or maybe minutes, of
the long ascent. But both the evi
dence of history and the· deduc
tions of paleethnology. offer a rec
ord of tenacity, adaptability, cour
age, and an ultimate awareness of
man's need for carefully formu
lated and generally accepted rules
for the complicated business of
living together on the Planet
Earth.

This led inevitably to the con
cept of government - an agency
thatwould protect members of one
tribe from aggression by other,
and hostile, tribes. In time it as
sumed also the function of internal
guardianship - the protection of
individuals within the tribe
against the acts of unruly and ag
gressive fellow tribesmen. Thus

the police function - and power
developed, a power that was both
necessary and dangerous. Many
governmental forms, no doubt,
came and. went as the centuries
drifted by - tribal chieftains, eld
ers, committees, councils. In time
these devices evolved into kings,
assemblies, parliaments, congress
es. Government would undergo re
finements - and abuses. Men would
fight and die to maintain it ... or
to overthrow it. Enlightened chief
tains ruled benignly; wicked ones
enslaved their subjects.

Contradicting Drives

Through it all, man held to· one
basic idea. As was said of prayer in
the old hymn, it was his soul's sin
cere desire, uttered or unexpressed
- namely, to be protected . . . and
to be let alone. But this involved a
fundamental contradiction which
inhered in his nature: he wanted
to be let alone, but he didn't want
to let others alone! Simple .laws
for protection of life and property
were well and good, but they were
not enough. Men needed - other
men, that is - needed a certain
amount of guidance. Developing
religious beliefs provided such
guidance in the moral sense. Every
faith generated its table of thou
shalts and thou shalt nots, these
being ethical concepts arrived at in
the various stages of man's devel
opment. And in time these rules or
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precepts, having evolved into ar
ticles of faith, found expression
in law.

But even these did not satisfy
the strong desire of man to mold
others to his moral and political
will. Obsessed by a passion for re
ligious freedom, he did not hesi
tate to impose his beliefs .on
others, not only by the' weight of
ecclesiastical canons, but by the
compulsions of law. Determined to
be politically free, and willing to
fight and die for that principle, he
has also been quite willing, with
no apparent recognition of his in
consistency, to deny that same
freedom to others. Anxious to be
"let· alone," he has erected state
mechanisms that bind others
against their will and j udgment
and in the' process he has bound
himself. Fearing and indeed ab
horing debt in his personal affairs,
he has time and time again pushed
his governments into insolvency,
and in doing so has impoverished
himself.

Much Has Seen Achieved

Yet he is not to be condemned
too harshly for these inconsisten
cies. In the relatively short time
that he has lived on this Blue
Planet he has achieved greatly.
The matter of mere survival itself
is a test that has defeated many
another form of life. Gigantic
creatures flourished for a time, but

died finally through their inability
to adapt; and their fossilized bones
are their only bequest to the mod
ern world. But man has survived.
Century by century, he lives long
er, and he lives better. He is the
thinker and the rememberer. More
over, he is the dreamer and the
singer of songs. He is the creator
of things outside himself..He has
written great books, carved heroic
sculptures, painted inspiring pic
tures, composed deathless songs,
built great commercial and indus
trial processes. By courageous
trial and bitter error he has lifted
a species of life to the pinnacle of
organic achievement.

He is arrogant in his assump
tions of superiority and infallibil
ity, and in his incessant efforts to
mold and regulate the lives of his
peers. In this endeavor, by the
ceaseless extension of the State
and its powers, he may yet destroy
the great structure of freedom
that he has dreamed of. But his
rationality and self-interest are
strong and will probably yet tri
umph over his compulsion to guide,
direct and rule. His greatest and
most· important field of conquest is
still . . . himself.

Fjnally, he has dared greatly,
most· of all perhaps in imagining
that he himself is· cast in the very
image of God - an assumption
which is probably the ultimate in
the pursuit of excellence. t)



Jo NATHAN

A Majority of

UNTIL RECENTLY, I had so much
faith in the intelligence and in
tegrity of women that the gro·wing
noise over "equal rights" (which
I have always claimed) failed to
disturb me. As time went on, how
ever, I found myself doing some
thing I thoroughly. disapprove of;
putting labels on people. I have
kept my labels few and simple: 1)
male, 2) female, 3) Man, and 4)
Woman.

By accident of birth we enter
this world as male or female. By
our own effort and maturing we
become Man or Woman.

For as long as I can remember,
I have admired great women and
men, identifying more with the
women, of course. My parents and
teachers encouraged me to believe
I could become successful at any'
thing I attempted, providing I

Jo Nathan is a homemaker, of Lakeview, Oregon.

possessed the innate ability and
the willingness to .work. They
taught my brothers the same thing.

My older brothers encouraged
me in my "tomboy" attitude of
equality, explaining to my mother
that tomboys usually grow up un
derstanding men and how to get
along with them. I believe my
brothers were right. I still have
great respect for the men I meet.
It is a pity their number is dwin
dling. However, I am not prepared
to work alongside boys over 21
years of age, who show no interest
in becoming men. I confess to be
ing impatient with them. But I am
even more impatient with aging
girls. Perhaps because of ingrained
habit and tradition, I still expect
more from females than I do from
males.

In their search for "change" in
their society, too many idle fe
males have worked on shallow lev-
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els, such as changing the suffix
man to person (chairman becomes
chairperson, etc.) . It is not strange
to me that they did not seek to
change the basic word, Woman to
Woperson. They show no real
awareness of the meaning of the
word, WOMAN, and the responsi
bility and discipline required to
wear such a beautiful, powerful
name.

A brief UPI news release con
cerning a convention of feminists
stated that four different leaders
"told delegates" to do this or not
do that ... A new flag was waved
at the delegates. The new flag is
labeled "minirape." Minirape was
then defined as a physical or verbal
intrusion on the rights of women
as human beings. Then, the person
who defined the word told the other
persons at the meeting what to do
about such an intrusion.

I maintain that women have al
ready learned how to handle such
situations. In most cases they pre
vent "intrusion" by behaving as

women. We are aware that men
are victims of minirape also, pos
sibly more frequently than women.
Do they need someone to tell them
what to do about it?

My temper is flaming again. It
does every time I read things like
this from a news release : Women
were told to watch for and demand
removal of textbooks if they show
women in the traditional, lesser
role of homemaker ...

Like many other women, I pre
pared for and chose the role of
homemaker. I have never thought
it is lesser and I still do not think
it is, although many have tried to
make me believe it.

Who are these brainwashed fe
males who would like me to become
a carbon copy of .themselves and
my children a carbon of their
own? This "majority of one" re
fuses to accept the invitation to
join the club. They have a right to
think and become whatever they
wish, but their freedom ends
where mine begins! I)

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

What Social Classes Owe to Each Other

I REGARD FRIENDSHIP as mutual, and I want to have my say about
it. I suppose that other components of humanity feel in the same

way about it. If so, they must regard anyone who assumes the
role of a friend of humanity as impertinent. The reference to the

friend of humanity back to his own business is obviously the
next step.

WILLIAM GRAHAM SUMNER



MANY FREE MARKET ADVOCATES are
familiar with the gold standard,
and why a gold standard is prefer
able to a fiat standard. But there
are several different kinds of gold
standards, each with its own char
acteristics and its own implica
tions for the economy.

The earliest and simplest form
of gold standard is trading for
gold in the form of gold dust or
gold bullion. There are no banks or
money substitutes whatever, and
the total money stock is simply the
total amount of gold in the trading
area. This form of gold standard
requires no government interven
tion in the economy at all, and re
quires of the government only the
prosecution of fraud, which is easy
to prove since contracts (written

Charles Curley is the author of The Coming
Profit in Gold (Bantam), and is a founding
member of the National Committee to Le
galize Gold.

or verbal) are defined in terms of
a specified amount of gold in a
specified form.

Gold for this purpose is con
stantly being provided by gold
mines or foreign trade and refined
into recognizable forms by known
refiners. If the purchasing "pow
er"* of money (gold) increases,
then it will become profitable to
mine or import more gold (by ex
porting more products). This will
bring about an expansion of the
gold stock, which, other things be
ing equal, will reduce the purchas
ing "power" of money until the
profitability of mining or import
ing gold is comparable to the prof
itability of other activity, and the
marginal mines and importers will
cease production.

* I put the term "power" in quotes
to avoid confusion with political power,
which purchasing "power" is not.

353
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This is one example of how, with
no government intervention, a com
modity standard money tends to
keep a constant purchasing "pow
er" by a simple market mechanism,
based on the profit motive of the
people involved. Notice that neither
gold Ininers nor anyone else are
concerned with such things as the
stock of money or other esoteric
economic concepts, yet it is they
who act to stabilize the purchasing
"power" of money when it becomes
necessary.

Primitive and Inconvenient

This gold standard is rather
primitive, as it requires the incon
venience of weighing out amounts
of gold for each purchase, and the
fact that one must carry one's gold
around with him, an obvious temp
tation to muggers.

The solution to the first problem
is to manufacture slugs of gold in
uniform amounts with a uniform
purity so that one can tell at a
glance how much gold is in the
slug. Since the gold content is
known, the manufacturer can alloy
the gold with other metals to hard
en the coin, thus reducing wear.
The manufacturer's name and the
weight of fine gold are stamped on
the coin. A modern example is the
Krugerrand, which is minted by
the South African Chamber of
Mines (all the government does is
provide the dies). It carries the

legend, "FYNGOUD 1 OZ. FINE
GOLD" (in Afrikaans and Eng
lish) .

Because the gold is what is val
ued, and not the alloy or fancy de
signs on the two faces, the unit of
weight of fine gold becomes identi
fied with the coin. For example,
the dollar was at one time defined
as 1/ 20th of an ounce of gold sim
ply because the United States coin
of one ounce was labeled "20 Dol
lars."

Of course, there is always a pos
sibility of fraud on the part of the
minter, and the objection is usu
ally raised at this point: "Why, we
can't trust people to mint coins!
That function has to be turned
over to the government!"

We can trust private manufac
turers to mint coins according to
the market's specifications just as
we can trust private firms to manu
facture nuts and bolts to specifica
tion, or carry the mail. Advocates
of the free market maintain that
private enterprise can provide
every other product or service bet
ter than the government can. Why
not coins?

But the introduction of coins
still leaves two problems: storage
and convenience. The convenience
problem is two-sided. In the case
of large purchases, one must trans
port a lot of gold around to make
the payment. One runs into the
problems of transportation and se-
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curity. Small purchases, say a
piece of bubble gum, would require
the availabilty of a coin small
enough to pay for it or make
change if a large coin is presented.
This problem would be solved by
the market by the use of a bimetal
lic system, as where gold and sil
ver circulate side by side.

Bimetal/ism

Bimetallism here simply means
that the market accepts either gold
or silver as money. This is a deci
sion that must be left to the mar
ket. It is like having two curren
cies. The idea of having two (or
more) currencies is far more dis
turbing to Americans than to Eu
ropeans, who might have to deal in
sterling one minute, Swiss francs
the next, and then dollars. It sim
ply requires that people express
their prices in terms of both gold
and silver, just as many European
shops express their prices in both
dollars and the local currency. The
bimetallic system simply means
that the monetary metal with the
lower purchasing power per unit
of mass would be used to make the
smaller purchases, such as bubble
gum.

Another innovation solves sev
eral problems. The introduction of
warehouses for money solves, of
course, the problem of safely stor
ing one's money. The warehouse
would store your gold fora fee and

give you a receipt for the gold. It
is still your gold, and the fact that
it is in someone else's storehouse
does not mean that title to the gold
passes to him or that he has any
other claim to the gold (except
possibly to ensure payment of the
storage fees). Because it is your
gold, the warehouse has no more
right to use it for any purpose
than an employee in a furniture
warehouse has to sit on your chair.
Also, the warehouse must deliver
your gold upon demand, just as the
furniture warehouse must deliver
your chair when you want it.

The receipts are usually in the
form of bearer receipts, which
means that the warehouse will de
liver the gold to whoever presents
the receipt for redemption. This
carries with it the obvious impli
cation: don't lose your receipts!
But· it also carries the implication
that, instead of trading the physi
cal gold, clients of warehouses can
trade the receipts back and forth.
But, still, as with the coins, the
value is attributed to the gold, not
the piece of paper.

A Modern Example

A modern example of the gold
warehouse is the gold certificate
offered by the Bank of Nova
Scotia. Although the certificates
are issued in ten-ounce lots with a
mInImum purchase of twenty
ounces, the principle of the gold
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warehouse is maintained, as the
Bank of Nova Scotia keeps on
hand all the gold which its certifi
cates represent. The storage fee is
defined as 3¢ per hundred ounces
per day, or $10.95 per year for up
to one hundred ounces.

An alternative to issuing one or
several receipts which would cir
culate in place of gold is to have
the warehouse give the depositor
a. book of checks which he could
use to make payments of exact
amounts of gold, limited only by
the availability of coins or bullion
to make the exact amount of the
check. (If the smallest amount of
gold available is 5 grams, it does
no good to write out a check for 9
grams, because no one makes small
enough gold bars to pay the check.)
This makes it· easier to make pur
chases in that the buyer need only
fill out the check for the exact
amount of the purchase. However,
the purchaser must not only estab
lish the trustworthiness of his
warehouse, but also whether he
has enough gold in his account, to
cover the check.

Full Reserves

What I have described here is
called 100 per cent reserve banking,
which means that for every ounce
worth of receipts outstanding, the
warehouse has an ounce of gold in
the vaults. The receipts are sub
stitutions for rather than additions

to the gold in the vault, and the
money stock stays the same as gold
flows into or out of the warehouse.
The 100 per cent reserve banking
system also differs from other
bank systems in that the gold is
considered to belong to the holder
of the receipt, not to the bank or
warehouse.

Because the warehouse operator
is in the business of handling
money, it is only natural that he
should make a. market for the use
of it. When a warehouse operator
matches up savers and borrowers
so that the savers can earn interest
on their savings, he becomes a
banker. He facilitates this money
market by accepting deposits of
gold over a specified time and lend
ing the money out over the same
or a lesser period of time. He
charges the borrower a higher rate
of interest than he pays the depos
itor, the difference being the bank
er's profits. A modern example of
this is the certificate of deposit,
where the bank can pay you .a
higher interest rate than on a reg
ular checking or savings account
because it knows that you are go
ing to leave the money on deposit
for a specified period of time.

However, soon enough a banker
will notice that most of the gold on
deposit in his bank, even though in
demand deposits, will be left in the
bank for years, as the receipts are
traded back and forth. If no one is
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going to redeem this gold, he rea
sons, why shouldn't I lend it out to
someone else? Of course, the fact
that he is lending out money that
doesn't belong to him, that was en
trusted to him, doesn't bother him;
no one will find out, will they?

Even easier is to continue to
hold the gold in his vault and in
stead lend out receipts for gold
that doesn't exist. Noone will find
out; our banker won't lend out so
much money that receipts brought
for redemption will remove the en
tire gold stock from his vault. Of
course, the fact that he is lending
out gold that doesn't even exist
doesn't bother him in the least,
even if it is fraud.

Fractional Reserve

When the banker lends out the
gold in his v3:ults, or lends out
false receipts, he obviously no
longer has enough gold in his bank
to payoff the obligations of the
bank. He has gone from 100 per
cent reserves to fractional reserve
banking. He also has created more
circulating medium (money) than
there was previously, but without
the limiting device of the costs of
mining or importing gold. It costs
less than an ounce of gold to mine
an ounce of gold, but, as more gold
is mined than lost through wear,
and as the purchasing "power" of
money goes down, eventually the
marginal mines find that it costs

more than one ounce to mine one
ounce of gold, and so they cease
production. With pseudo-receipts,
the limiting cost of production is
the cost of printing!

Thus, when a bank goes off 100
per cent reserves, its action results
in more circulating media, which
tends to lower the purchasing
"power" of money. In other words,
while 100 per cent reserve banking
cannot be inflationary, fractional
reserve banking must be.

Governments benefit from infla
tion. A very simple example is
where politicians promise to "stim
ulate the economy" and proceed to
inflate the currency in order to do
so. Sometimes they are under the
mercantilist mistake that more
currency is the same thing as more
wealth, so they encourage banks to
create more currency. Obviously,
in order to create more currency,
the banker has to resort to fraction
al reserve banking. Usually, when
the government is in on the deal,
it will help out by giving banks a
special status. The government
simply removes the title to the
gold from the holder of the receipt
and gives the title to the bank.
Notice that fractional reserve
banking in all its variations re
quires this invasion of property
rights, this intervention in the
market.

At this point, the biggest thing
that the bank has to fear is the
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possibility of a bank run, where all
the depositors line up to retrieve
their gold (that isn't all there). In
order to avoid the temptation to
create so much paper money that a
bank run is precipitated, the gov
ernment steps in, not to enforce
the fraud laws, but to set reserve
requirements, which specify what
per cent of outstanding notes the
bank must have in gold in its
vaults. For example, if the govern
ment sets a reserve requirement of
25 per cent and a bank has $250,
000 in outstanding currency, then
the bank must have at least $62,500
in gold in its vaults.

The lower the reserve require
ment, the more money the bank
can create and lend out. If the gov
ernment raises the reserve re
quirement, then banks may have to
call in outstanding loans in order
to meet the new requirements.

Debtors Gain

A government in debt (like any
debtor) has much to gain from in
flation. A rate of price increases
of 10 per cent means that the gov
ernment gains 10 per cent while
the lender loses by that amount.
As the federal government is the
largest single debtor in the U.S.,
it obviously has much to gain by
inflation: both in reduced value of
the debt, and in having available
newly created dollars which it can
borrow without the politically ob-

jectionable side effect of higher in
terest rates.

One way to decrease the reserve
requirements without running the
risk of a bank run is to make it
more difficult for people to redeem
bank notes in gold. By raising the
minimum lot for which one could
trade his paper, banks make it
harder for note holders to get gold.
Thus, Britain, after World War l
and a great decrease in reserve
requirements - changed the mini
mum amount of gold from a sov
ereign (a fraction of one ounce) to
400 ounces.

This restrictive gold standard is
called a gold bullion standard, and
stands in opposition to the origi
nal U.S. gold standard, where one
could get gold for as little as $5,
·which was called a gold coin stand
ard. The gold bullion standard al
lowed the Bank of England to
continue ,vith its wartime reserve
requirements ·of 18 per cent in
stead of returning to the pre-war
level of 52 per cent. This, in turn,
meant that the British banking
system did not have to deflate in
order to return to the level of
credit imposed by a 52 per cent
reserve requirement.

Restricted Redemption

Another way to limit gold out
flow is· to limit the people to whom
the bank will give up the gold. The
U.S. did this quite abruptly in 1933
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by prohibiting Americans from
owning gold, and hence, from turn
ing in their paper for gold. This
meant that only foreigners could
trade their dollars for gold.

Although still nominally tied to
gold, at this point the dollar was
really a fiat currency; at any time
the link between the dollar and
gold could be severed, as we saw in
August of 1971. In the late 1960's,
it became apparent that Europeans
were willing to buy all the gold
that the U.S. would offer on the
London gold market. Rather than
deflate, the U.S. authorities ceased
selling gold on the free market,
and established the two-tier mar
ket in 1968. The free market price
of the dollar soon moved down to
1/42nd of an ounce of gold, while
central banks continued to trade
gold at the old price of 1/ 35th of
an ounce. Then, in 1971, even the
central banks were banned from
trading their dollars for gold. The
U.S. had, for the first time since
the 18th century, a completely fiat
currency, in both the economic and
legal sense.

It was during this period that
the concept of a "price of gold"
first came into use. When a cur
rency is divorced from gold so that
its purchasing "power" becomes
different than that of the amount
of gold which the currency origi
nally was defined to be, then it can
be said to be a fiat currency. It

still may have ties. to gold, such as
the rather tenuous link between
the dollar, the SDR, and gold from
1971 to 1973; but these are mere
legalisms. As the fiat currency
loses purchasing "power" relative
to gold, then an ounce of gold will
buy more and more units of the
currency. This readjustment can
be done occasionally and abruptly,
via the mechanism of devaluations,
or over a period of time via daily
quotes on an organized private
market such as the London Gold
Market or the Commodity Ex
change in New York. Thus, the
monetary unit was divorced from
gold in the eyes of the market as
well as the government, and the
dollar, for example, became defined
as . . . well, a dollar, instead of
1/20th of an ounce of gold. Once
this mental division is made, it is
possible to talk of a "price of gold"
just as one can talk of a "price of
Swiss francs" or a "price of roast
beef": each is a separate commod
ity from the unit of account - the
(fiat) dollar.

Central Banking

During this century, the United
States also moved away from free
banking by modifying the reserves
that banks could use for their de
posits. Before the establishment of
the Federal Reserve (in 1913),
banks used gold, either bullion or
coins, as reserves. However, with
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the establishment of the Fed,
banks were allowed to deposit dol
lars with the Fed and count these
deposits as reserves (still frac
tional) .

The Fed learned rapidly how it
could manipulate these reserves.
Not only could it modify reserve
requirements, but it could change
the level of reserves in the banking
system. The mechanism is very
simple: the Fed buys an asset, any
asset. To pay for it, the Fed writes
out a check to the seller. The seller
deposits the check in his bank, and
the bank credits his account with
the proper amount. Then, the bank
presents the check to the Fed for
collection. Instead of simply pay
ing the bank so many dollars, the
Fed credits the bank's reserve ac
count with the Fed with the
amount of the check. The bank's
reserves are now expanded by the
amount of the check, and the bank
can now create and lend out addi
tional dollars.

Any Debt Will Do

It is important to note in pass
ing that the Fed can expand re
serves by buying any asset. The
most popular assets with the Fed
are Treasury debts; and why not:
they are buying the obligations of
their parent organization, the U.S.
government. But simply balancing
the Federal budget will not de
prive the Fed of assets to buy;

simply balancing the budget will
not stop inflation. After all, if the
Fed couldn't get Treasurys, it
could always buy New York Citys !

This system of expanding re
serves means that the banking sys
tem can expand its reserves with
out regard to gold. Now, the Fed
can inflate the money supply when
ever anyone wants to go into debt,
a not uncommon event! Even if
the U.S. were to sell off all the
gold in the 'Treasury stock, the
Fed could continue to inflate, sim
ply because someone would be will
ing to go into debt to buy that
-gold, or something else.

We have traced an evolution
away from free banking toward
the completely state-managed mon
ey system. Each step in between
has been given a label, such as
"gold exchange standard" or "gold
bullion standard," each calculated
to imply that the new setup was
some form of gold standard. Even
the Bretton Woods system was
called a "gold-dollar standard"
(not that the central banks even
traded gold among themselves un
less they had to - Gresham's Law
applies to central bankers too).

Market Money or

Political Money

The essence of the gold standard
is that the gold in a bank's vaults
regulates the credit that it can ex
tend, and that the stock of money
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is regulated by the free market
(specifically, the profitability or
lack of profitability of gold min
ing) , and not by the decisions of
the bankers, especially the central
bankers! Each step that was taken
away from a 100 per cent reserve
gold standard also made it both
more necessary and easier to take
the next step toward regulation.
Each step also reinforced the idea
that every time the banking sys
tem got into trouble, the govern
ment could bail it out, and do so
by changing the banking system.
Thus, later standards were gold
standards only by virtue of a
formal, legal link to gold. There
was no commitment to gold, so
whenever the banking system got
itself into trouble, it was bailed
out by the government - by an
other step away from gold.

Each step was supposed to make

the banking system "more flex
ible," to make it easier to "meet
the legitimate needs of business."
But, as we have seen, each step has
really had the effect of making it
easier for the banking system to
inflate. If we turn this around, we
can see that each step was a step
away from sound money, market
controlled, toward money con
trolled by a government with a
vested interest in inflation.

It is in the interest of the free
market advocate to understand the
different varieties of gold stand
ards and mixed gold-fiat standards
that have existed. This is the only
way in which one can answer the
many myths that surround money
and banking. For example, careful
study shows that it was not capi
talism that failed in the 1930's, but
central banking that failed in the
1920's. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

The Highest Impertinence

IT IS the highest impertinence and presumption, therefore, in

kings and ministers, to pretend to watch over the economy of

private people, and to restrain their expense, either by sumptu

ary laws, or by prohibiting the importation of foreign luxuries.

They are themselves always, and without any exception, the

gr~atest spendthrifts in the society. Let them look well after

their own expense, and they may safely trust private people with

theirs. If their own extravagance does not ruin the state, that of

their subjects never will.
ADAM SMITH, The Wealth of Nations



~TheAutumn

of OUf Discontent
AL BRAUN

ONCE UPON A T'IME there was a
great department store where peo
ple could buy any product they
chose. This store· had all of the
latest scientific devices, medical
aids, autos, washing machines, tel
evision sets-everything from soup
to nuts. Customers were offered
numerous options: you could go
into the store just to browse, or
you could buy on time, pay cash, or
write a check, whatsoever you
vvished. People came from great
distances to shop and to partake of
the great assortment of products
at reasonable prices.

Somewhat unique among the
goods and services offered was one
that went pretty much unnoticed:
police service. Yes, at each of the
store's many entrances and exits
stood a man in blue with his shiny
badge~ The only time the police
man was noticed was when some
body tried to rob the store or take
something out without paying for

Mr. Braun is an engineer in Creston, Iowa. This
article is from his recent speech before the
Toastmasters group there.
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it. Occasionally, fights would break
out in the store and the policeman
would be called upon to restore or
del". Sometimes he was needed to
apprehend a pickpocket or dealer
in fraudulent merchandise. There
was even an occasion when a store
clerk tried to rob a customer and
the police had to intervene; but
basically the man in blue went un
noticed. Yet, he was always there
and it was a comforting sign.

Everything went well for many
years. The store enjoyed a good
reputation; most everyone spoke
well of it. Oh, there was the occa
sional gripe by someone who felt
that he was being cheated, but this
was very rare. All in all, the store
showed profits, the customers were
happy, and mutual respect pre
vailed.

Then, one day a poor crippled
old man came into the store. He
looked longingly at some of the
products. This was not unusual;
people with problems had come to
the store before. Usually, some
kind person would pay for a meal
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or make a gift of some item pur
chased in the store; and this was
fine. The receiver felt good and the
giver felt good.

But on this occasion it seemed
that no one was around to help
this poor crippled old man. He did
a great deal of browsing. At times
it looked as if he were going to
yield to temptation and steal some
thing, but his integrity and hon
esty prevailed. A policeman had
been observing him carefully. Sud
denly, the policeman took some
thing off the shelf and gave it to
the crippled old man. The old man,
startled at first, looked with sur
prise at the policeman and then
smiled.

Several persons in the crowded
store witnessed this scene with
mixed emotions: "What is that po
liceman doing? He can't take
things that don't belong to him
and give them to others. Well, I
guess it's O.K.; after all, the poor
man is a cripple."

A few days later, the old man
was back, this time with a sick
friend. He gave the policeman a
wink and a smile, whereupon the
policeman took some food and gave
it to the crippled old man and his
feeble friend. And so began a
trend. Others who were poor or
had physical problems would go to
this policeman and ask for free
merchandise, and they usually re
ceived it.

As expected, this one policeman
became very popular and received
commendations from both receiv
ers. and observers; after all, the
store was very rich. More and
more people saw this happening
and thought it was fair. Soon, the
policemen at the other doors
joined in giving away the store's
merchandise. Before long, even
healthy people were walking in on
crutches trying to get free mer
chandise, and usually succeeding.
Of course, as the merchandise be
gan to disappear, the store had to
raise prices to keep from losing
money; but the increases were mi
nor at first and nobody complained.

After the practice had spread
and continued, the scene began to
change in the store. Instead of the
quiet orderly business place it once
had been, it now looked like a mad
house. There were police all over
the place, hundreds of them, giv
ing things to people· for all sorts of
reasons. But the people receiving
these things were not happy about
it as had been the first crippled old
man and his friends. They always
seemed to want what the police
man gave to somebody else. They
would stand around screaming: "I
want some of that. He's getting
more than I did. Why can't I have
it now?"

The ordinary shopper, without
an ailment, was beginning to won
der why he should have to pay for
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things that others were getting
for nothing. In time, as prices
continued to rise, he too would
manage, to get some merchandise
free; so he didn't complain too
much about the price because he
felt someone else was doing most
of the paying- and he was getting
only bargains. In the old days, if
he saw someone stealing, he would
yell, "Help, police, there is a thief"
until the officer took notice. But
now it wasn't really robbery be
cause the police were doing the
taking and giving.

Eventually, no one believed he
was getting a fair deal, even if he
got everything free. It seemed as
if somebody else always got more.
So, what happened? The great
store, of course, went out of busi-

ness and there no longer was a
reason for anyone to go there.

You've guessed it! The store is
America. The policeman is the
government. You and I are the
customers. And if this is truly the
"Autumn of our Discontent", let
us hasten to mend our ways. If we
can get the police back to th'eir
proper function of guarding peace
ful persons and protecting private
property, we may still save the
store.

In this Bicentennial season, let
us celebrate the founding princi
ples of liberty and justice - not
what we can get from government
at someone else's expense. With
self-responsibility - to each the
fruits of his own labor - we can
all live happily ever after.

ENVIRONMENTALISM
aDd ENERGY PROBLEMS

BERNARD H. SIEGAN

WHETHER THERE IS an energy
crisis, crunch or problem, the only
law that will relieve the situation is

Copyright 1974 Bernard H. Siegan
Mr. Siegan is the author of Land Use Without
ZoninA and many articles on the subject. He
practiced law for 20 years in Chicago before
moving in 1973 to La Jolla, California where
he is professor of law at the University of San
Diego Law School.

the law of supply and demand. The
legislative and executive branches
of government should consequent
ly remove obstacles to its operation
such as the many laws and regula
tions adopted in the name of envir
onmentalism that decrease supply
and increase demand.
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This 'country has been on an en
vironmental binge in recent years
that is now raising havoc with the
environment of the average Ameri
can. The nation's lawmakers have
been sold on a highly restricted de
finition of the word environment
by those who contend it applies
only to nature and the wild.

For the average person, the only
meaningful environment is that ex
perienced daily, in the home, on the
road, and at work, and we are learn
ing the hard way that each requires
a maximum supply of energy. In
deed, what part of nature or the
wild has done more for human hap
piness, comfort, and well-being
than a smelly, ugly, dirty oil refin
ery?

On the other hand, there is not
now nor will there ever be an en
ergy crisis for the relatively few
who reject the automobile or want
to go back to the earth. There was
no meat shortage for vegetarians
either. For people of such persua
sion to make environmental deter
minations is akin to appointing
Bobby Riggs as spokesman for
Women's Lib.

The problem is one of competing
interests. Certainly clean air is a
most laudable objective. In our
modern society however, it doesn't
come without the sacrifice of equal
ly or more desirable goals. Pollu
tion control devices have lowered
auto emissions by reducing engine

efficiency, appreciably increasing
the consumption of gas and adding
to the cost of purchasing and main
taining a car.

The use of coal or oil with high
er sulphur content has been banned,
further decreasing energy supply.
Air pollution control requirements
have raised the cost or prevented
the building of new or enlarging of
existing oil refineries and other fac
tories. The construction of power
plants, both nuclear and conven
tional, and oil refineries are being
blocked to preserve areas that very
few Americans will ever see" hear
or read about.

These are a few of the examples
which demonstrate that the laws
passed in the name of the environ
ment are actually doing a disserv
ice to it. Admittedly, when they
were not engaged in fighting the
Alaskan pipeline, off-shore drilling,
strip mining, new refineries and
power plants, and deep water ports,
environmentalists did urge conser
vation of natural resources, includ
ing oil. However, their desire to
conserve on the use of oil is but one
small part of a much larger pack
age intended to basically change
the prevailing life style of the coun
try. They seek a massive transfor
mation of our commercial and in
dustrial society.

Any solution to energy problems
necessitates that laws be eliminated
inhibiting production and wasting
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consumption. Much of the benefits
of off-shore oil drilling and gas and
oil extraction from shale will be
lost to auto and factory emission
controls that are now required even
in those vast portions of this coun
try where there are no air pollution
problems. Such requirements are
unwise in the best of times; they
are absurd when problems arise.

Before oil can be recovered from
off-coast and shale deposits, present
law requires that extensive reports
be prepared and public hearings be
held, the principal effect of which
will be to consume more paper, elec
tricity, gasoline and dollars. Re
gardless of the information ob
tained, few minds will be changed.
The oil industry will favor and the
environmentalists will still oppose
development.

But this lengthy ritual may not
cause the pumps to flow oil. En
vironmental groups appear likely to
file law suits and the length and
effect of the litigation will deter
mine when and how much oil can be
recovered. Almost every effort to
extract oil from new sources or to
build power plants seems to bring
with it loud threats from environ-

mental groups to prevent the action
through litigation. Past perform
ance indicates these are not idle
promises. While a suit was not filed
to stop the current work on the
Alaska pipeline, this was due ap
parently more to concern for public
opinion than for energy.

When Congress earlier in 1974
adopted statutory authority for the
Alaska pipeline, it included a pro
vision restricting litigation exclu
sively to constitutional issues. Al
though there is some question as to
the validity of this restriction, it is
certainly a small step. in the right
direction. At the very least, the
public is entitled to demand that
those responsible should pay for the
harm these lawsuits create. The
Alaska pipeline might now be sup
plying oil and would surely cost
much less were it not for the
lengthy litigation sponsored by en
vironmentalists.

All the while they vehemently
deny responsibility for contribut
ing to energy problems, environ
mentalists do much to increase and
prolong them. It is time we placed
their objectives in a more realistic
perspective. ~

IDEAS ON

$
LIBERTY

James Russell Lowell

THE DEVIL loves nothing better than the intolerance of reformers,
and dreads nothing so much as their charity and patience.
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BRUCE BARTLETT

THE FEBRUARY issue of the British
magazine, Encounter, contains a
heretofore unpublished lecture by
the famous novelist, Thomas Mann,
which recalls his experience with
the great German inflation of 1913
1923. "A straight line," he tells us,
"runs from the madness of the
German Inflation to the madness
of the Third Reich."

Just as the Germans saw their
marks inflated into millions and bil
lions and in the end bursting, so they
were later to see their state inflated
into "the Reich of all the Germans",
"the German Living Space", "the New
Europe", and "the New W orId Or
der", and so too they will see it burst.
In those days the market woman
who without batting an eyelash de
manded a hundred million for an
egg, lost the capacity for surprise.
And nothing- that has happened since
has been insane or cruel enough to
surprise her.

Mr. BartIett is a graduate student in history at
Georgetown University.

It was during the inflation that the
Germans forgot how to rely on them
selves as individuals and learned to
expect everything from "politics",
from the "state", from "destiny."
They learned to look on life as a
wild adventure, the outcome of which
depended not on their own effort but
on sinister, mysterious forces. The
millions who were then robbed of
their wages and savings became the
"masses" with whom Dr. Goebbels
was to operate.

Inflation is a tragedy thatmakes
a whole people cynical, hardhearted
and indifferent. Having been robbed,
the Germans becarne a nation of rob
bers.!

This terrible inflation, which
Mann credits for the rise of Hitler,
had its origin in another holocaust:
WorId War 1. Like eyery other na
tion involved in that conflict, Ger
many was entirely unprepared for
its intensity. German,French, and
British troops all marched off in
August 1914 absolutely convinced
they would be home by Christmas.

367
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The German High Command
shared this optimism, having full
faith in the ability of the Schlief
fen Plan to bring quick victory.
With the resulting total war, out
lasting the· enemy became the only
path to victory for either side.

At this point, Germany discov
ered just how badly it,vas prepared
for this new kind of warfare. Cut
off from its sources of food by a
British blockade and failing to
achieve any kind of breakthrough
on the Western front, Germany be
gan to gamble, as it did when it
unleashed its submarines. At home
too, the government began to gam
ble. The people, having been bled
white by taxation already, had to
be urged on to greater sacrifice.
Toward this end, the government
resorted to inflation on a mass
scale, gambling that the people
would be unaware of what was hap
pening.

Inflation an Indirect Tax

Here, one should keep in mind
that inflation, in its crudest form,
is nothing but an indirect tax. The
government, with its monopoly on
the issuance of currency, found it
simple to play the role of counter
feiter. It simply paid for the goods
it needed with newly created mon
ey. Since an individual's concep
tion of his money's worth is basic
ally shaped by his past memory of
its purchasing power, this process

can go on for some time before it
begins to significantly affect the
price level.

During the war, goods were be
ing withdrawn from the economy
for war materiel and, simultane
ously, fewer goods were being pro
duced as workers became soldiers.
At the same time, the government
was increasing the money supply
rapidly as it became increasingly
difficult to raise needed funds from
taxation or direct borrowing.

Historically, the speed at which
people spend· tends to remain rela
tively constant unless they expect a
sudden change in economic rela
tionships. Accelerated spending
classically occurs when people feel
that their money is losing its value.
At this point, they begin to spend
every cent they can get as quickly
as possible before prices go up
again. This only tends to raise
prices even higher and drop the
value of the money corresponding
br• Economist Ludwig von Mises,
a resident of Austria at the time,
graphically described this process:

In normal times, that is in periods
in which the government does not
tamper with the monetary standard,
people do not bother about monetary
problems. Quite naively they take it
for granted that the monetary unit's
purchasing power is "stable." They
pay attention to changes occurring
in the money-prices of the various
commodities. They know very well
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that the exchange-ratios between
commodities vary. But they are not
conscious of the fact that the ex
change-ratio between money on the
one side and all commodities and
services on the other side is variable
too. When the inevitable conse
quences of inflation appear and
prices soar, they think that com
modities are becoming dearer and
fail to see that money is getting
cheaper. . . . This ignorance of the
public is the indispensable basis of
the inflationary policy. Inflation
works as long as the housewife
thinks: "I need a new frying pan
badly. But prices are too high to
day; I shall wait until they drop
again." It comes to an abrupt end
when people discover that the infla
tion will continue, that it causes the
rise in prices, and that therefore
prices will skyrocket indefinitely.
The critical stage begins when the
housewife thinks: "I don't need a
new frying pan to-day; I may need
one in a year or two. But I'll buy it
to-day because it will be- much more
expensive later." Then the cata
strophic end of the inflation is close.
In its last stage the housewife
thinks: "I don't need another table;
I shall never need one. But it's wiser
to buy a table than keep these scraps
of paper that the government calls
money, one minute longer."~

This entire process was set in
motion when the Reichsbank sus
pended the redeemability of its
notes in gold with the outbreak of
war. As long as the paper currency
was tied to a finite amount of gold,

the currency also remained within
finite limits. When this restraint
was cast aside, there was no longer
any legal limit to the amount of
money that could be manufactured.
The government, in turn, used this
freedom to force the bank to buy
its bonds, which the bank paid for
by creating deposits in the govern
ment's account. In this way, the
German debt became monetized,
just as the American debt is today
monetized by the Federal Reserve
System. Simply put, this means
that the government's debts are
ultimately paid for by the consum
er's loss of purchasing power; the
creation of new money serving
only to cheapen all money already
in circulation. In Germany, this
meant that by the end of 1918, the
amount of money in circulation had
increased fourfold. One would have
expected this to lead to approxi
mately a fourfold rise in prices,
more when one considers the cor
responding cutback in production,
but in fact they only rose 140 per
cent. This is because consumers
were not yet fully aware that the
rise in prices was due not only to
goods being less available, but also
due to inflation of the money sup
ply.

Huge Deficits

To be sure, even the victorious
nations had practiced the German
method for financing their debts
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and experienced a similar rise in
prices. But with the cessation of
hostilities, they returned to sound
fiscal and monetary policies. In
Germany, the government made no
effort to return to pre-war spend
ing levels and continued to run
huge budget deficits, as the follow
ing table demonstrates: 3

As one can see, the debt mounted
with each passing year, almost all
of it being funded through mone
tization. The reasons for this were
partly humanitarian, partly politi
cal, and partly selfish. On the one
hand, there was terrific pressure
for relief and rebuilding. Then too,
the government sought to use in
flation as a psychological weapon
against the Allies. Finally, there
was pressure from those benefiting
from the inflation, which will be
dealt with below. But the single
most important factor in the ensu
ing hyperinflation was economic
law. As people slowly began to real
ize that their money was losing its
value, they began drawing out
bank deposits and spending what
they had as quickly as possible.
This run on the banks and the tre-

* In millions of gold marks.
**April to October only.

mendous increase in the demand
for cash put fierce pressure on the
treasury to stave off collapse with a
flood of freshly minted bills. Thus
the figures for total money in cir
culation begin to follow a pattern
(in millions of marks): 1913,

6,070; 1920, 81,338; 1921, 122,500;
1922, 1,295,231; 1923, 2,274,000,
000.4 And the effect on the price
level inevitably followed a similar
pattern :0

WHOLESALE
PRICE INDEX

1.0
2.6
3.4

12.6
14.4
14.3
36.7

100.6
2,785.0

194,000.0
726,000,000,000.0

YEAR
July 1914
Jan. 1919
July 1919
Jan. 1920
Jan. 1921
July 1921
Jan. 1922
July 1922
Jan. 1923
July 1923
Nov. 1923

Search for Scapegoats

Needless to say, the government
never admitted its role in this, but
instead sought out easy scape
goats. The most popular one was
the Versailles Treaty. After all, the
people already hated the Allies, so
why not exploit it to good use?
The campaign was so successful
that even intelligent economists
like Dr. Hjalmar Schacht accepted
and perpetuated the myth: "The
true cause of the inflation after the

DEFICIT*
5,999
6,054
3,676
2,442
4,690

REVENUE* EXPENSE*
2,559 8,560
3,178 9,329
2,927 6,651
1,488 3,951

519 5,278

YEAR
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923**
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war was the perpetual pressure
exercised by the Reparation Com
mission on Germany in the attempt
to extort payments to foreign coun
tries which in the nature of things
could not be made."6 The truth of
the matter is that reparations ex
penses only made up about a third
of the German budget deficit
throughout the entire period. In
his book, The Economics of Infla
tion, Costantino Bresciani-Tur
roni compiled the following fig
ures :7

YEAR
1920
1921
1922
1923**

DEFICIT*
6,053.6
3,675.8
2,442.3
6,538.3

REPARATlONS*
1,850.9
2,810.3
1,136.7

742.4

ness, which ran into real millions, by
paying their creditors in inflated mil
lions, and thanks to these same in
flated millions they acquired real
millions-worth of property.

Though Ge-rmany was very poor
at that time, it possessed great
wealth in mineral resources and in
dustrial plant. During the inflation
a radical change occurred; this wealth
became concentrated in fewer and
fewer hands. The small and medium
property-owners lost their holdings,
and the biggest snapped them up.
They acquired property and paid
with paper. Years later one could
hear it said that such and such a
factory or mine was unproductive
and would not be profitable if it had
not been acquired for next-to-nothing
during the Inflation....8

*In millions of gold marks.
**April to December only.

Consequently, the reparations
alone cannot account for the defi
cits or the ensuing inflation. The
truth of this was, of course, irrele
vant. There were plently of other
causes for the inflation which
could also be exploited. To blame
profiteering became particularly
popular because, as in the case of
reparations, there was some truth
in it. This is how Thomas Mann saw
those who profited from the crisis:

For.at least a section of this ruling
class, the big industrialists, the in
flation was profitable; they were in
no hurry to stop it. During those
years the Krupps, Stinneses, Thys
sens, etc., got rid of their indebted-

Not a Major Cause

It would be a vast distortion,
however, to say that profiteering in
general was a contributing cause
to the economic crisis. It is in the
very nature of inflation that some
will reap great profits. It was only
those big industrialists like Hugo
Stinnes who consciously realized
what was taking place and deliber
ately sought to influence the gov
ernment toward inflation.9 For the
rest, who reaped windfalls through
no conscious effort, through simple
foresight or luck, some defense
should be made. Many of these en
trepreneurs became the obj ects of
scorn and an easy target for politi
cal extremists. The fact that many
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were also Jewish cannot be dis
counted as an explanation for their
persecution. As early as 1920,
John Maynard Keynes spoke up for
these innocent entrepreneurs in a
moving passage from The Econom
ic Consequences of the Peace. "Len
in," he wrot'e, " is said to have de
clared that the best way to des
troy the Capitalist System was to
debauch the currency."

By a continuing process of infla
tion, governments can confiscate, sec
retly and unobserved, an important
part of the wealth of their citizens.
By this method they not only confis
cate, but confiscate arbitrarily,. and,
while the process impoverishes many,
it actually enriches some. The sight
of this arbitrary rearrangement of
riches strikes not only at security,
but at confidence in the equity of the
existing distribution of wealth. Those
to whom the system brings windfalls,
beyond their deserts and even beyond
their expectations or desires, become
"profiteers," who are the object of the
hatred of the bourgeoises, whom the
inflationism has impoverished, not
less than of the proletariat.... These
"profiteers" are, broadly speaking,
the entrepreneuer class of capitalists,
that is to say, the active and construc
tive element in the whole capitalist
society, who in a period of rapidly
rising prices cannot help but get rich
quick whether they wish it or desire
it or not. If prices are continually
rising, e~ery trader who has pur
chased for stock or who owns prop
erty and plant inevitably makes prof-

its. By directing hatred against this
class, therefore, the European Gov
ernments are carrying a step further
the fatal process which the subtle
mind of Lenin consciously conceived.1o

Thus we find the German gov
ernment actively appealing to the
lowest human emotions of jealousy,
envy, and greed in order to hide its
own responsibility for the economic
disruption. And inevitably this was
to play right into the hands of
demagogues like Adolf Hitler. It is
no coincidence that he made his
first bid for power at the height of
the inflation; in the beerhall putsch
of November 8, 1923. Historians
and economists, therefore, are in
general agreement that the infla-·
tion can be given much credit for
the rise of Hitler. For although he
did not come to actual power for
another decade, the putdown of
the putsch supplied the Nazis with
many martyrs to aggrieve, and it
was during his subsequent prison
term that Hilter wrote Mein
Kampf. Thus, as early as 1937, Lio
nel Robbins could declare emphati
cally that "Hilter is the foster-child
of the inflation."ll

The Current Problem

All this is not so say that we
can expect another HitIer here in
the United States. ~ut, to this very
day, the origin of inflation is still
the same: government deficits fi
nanced through monetization. For
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too many years, the American gov
ernment has believed that it can
have occasional wars and an expen
sive social program at home and
pay for it all by simply increasing
the debt limit. Today we are dis
covering that there really is a limit
to debt. The double-digit inflation
we are experiencing is therefore
only a logical consequence of past
policies. And if we want to stop it,
the solution is the same as it was in
1923. The government must learn
to live within its means and halt
its abuse of the power to issue cur
rency. The failure to do so may be
catastrophic, just as it was for
Germany. ~
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The Totalitarian Trap

WHEN IN FACT government supplies most everything we need,

then we find that we cannot get anything we need except from
government; and we are trapped.

J. KESNER KAHN
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Does Gave
Brin

MANY LEADERS in high places now
promise us that our government
will never again permit poverty and
depression to devastate our land.
They propose more government
spending as a cure for every eco
nomic evil. And millions of people
believe that such a program will
work.

The underlying philosophy be
hind political spending is not new.
Similar ideas have appeared
throughout all history. They came
to full flower shortly after the eco
nomic collapse of 1929, when un
balanced budgets were generally
accepted as necessary economic
measures for relieving those in dis
tress. You could not let innocent
people starve, could you?

Professor Greaves is a free-lance economist and
lecturer. His recent books include Understand
ing the DoIlar Crisis and Mises Made Easier
(Glossary for Human Action).

This article is reprinted here, unchanged,
from the February 1955 issue of The Freeman.
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t Spending
rity?

People pointed to idle factories,
unemployed workers and their un
satisfied wants. All we need to do,
they said, is to get the government
to start priming the pump. A little
government spending would pro
vide the would-be workers with the
wherewithal to buy the things they
desperately need. This would en
courage businessmen to put the un
employed to work in the idle fac
tories. This solution sounded so
simple, and its political appeal was
apparent. So we tried it.

People just plumb forgot all that
economists had ever taught. Many
desperate persons reached for
whatever share they could get of
the apparent prosperity that fol
lowed. Until war changed the pic
ture, the price they paid was chron
ic unemployment by the millions.
Are we now asking for a repeat
performance?

Most people seem to forget that
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the government can payout only
\vhat it borrows or collects in taxes.
They also forge"t one of the most
elementary facts of a free economy
-men who will not accept going
wage rates must remain unemploy
ed. Likewise, they fail to un
derstand the real causes of de
pressions. A logical examination of
pertinent data would show them
that it was Federal Reserve money
manipulation that brought on the
depression we all deplore. We
Americans truly need to know some
very simple economic facts.

No free man works, buys or sells
unless he fully believes that such
action will bring him greater satis
faction than he could enj oy if he
did not take that action. This means
that in a free economy no man ever
takes a job at any wage unless he
believes he is better off working at
that wage than he would be if he
did not take it. Likewise, no em
ployer ever employs a man at any
'wage unless the employer feels that
he will better his situation by em
ploying that man at that wage. So,
in a free economy, employees and
employers believe that they have
the best available terms. When they
feel otherwise, they shift jobs or
employees.

In the same vein, no woman ever
buys a dress unless she believes
that dress will bring her more sat
isfaction than any other use she
could make of the same amount of

money. On the other side of the
transaction, no storekeeper ever
sells a dress unless he places a
higher value on the money he re
ceives than he does on the dress he
sells. As a result of the sale, both
buyer and seller are happier.

Thus, in a free economy, every
freely made transaction benefits all
participants. Consequently, any in
terference with freely made trans
actions must result in a decrease in
the satisfaction and happiness of
all persons concerned. An economy
that is free from restricting regu
lations thus permits its people to
enjoy the greatest happiness they
are capable of producing.

The Proper Sphere of Government

However, in order to enjoy the
full pleasures of prosperity, it is
necessary for peaceful people to be
protected from all robbers, thieves
and fraudulent schemers who seek
something for nothing at the ex
pense of their fellow-men. For this
protective purpose, men have insti
tuted governments. Governments,
like all valuable assets, have a price.
This price is collected in some form
of taxes. Reasonable· taxes are a
legitimate expense for all protected
persons, property and production.

Taxes are like insurance premi
ums. In fact, a good government
might be called a form of life, fraud
and robbery insurance. It is as nec
essary for modern society as acci-
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dent insurance is for every car
driver of moderate means. Without
it, the risk of living, owning prop
erty and driving might well involve
financial risks that only a few could
afford. Good governments permit
people to pursue their pleasures
and production while protected
from the rascals who would in
fringe on their rights by force or
fraud. Taxes paid for this protec
tion are an investment which per
mits men to pursue their personal
satisfaction and prosperity as each
one sees fit.

When governments spend money
for other than protective purposes,
they must first get that additional
money. They can only get such
funds by one or more of three dif
ferent methods. They can amass
such funds by collecting more ordi
nary taxes, borrowing from private
savers, or simply printing the extra
money they want to spend. Most
modern governments use all three
methods. Can such government
spending increase the transactions
and satisfactions of individuals
and, thus, the happiness and pros
perity of the people as a whole?

Hidden Costs

A most common economic error
is the failure to see or realize the
complete price of what one buys.
People are too apt to reach for
something they want now, without
weighing the costs they cannot

visualize at the moment. Many fail
to realize that more beer and merri
ment today may well mean no bread
or meat tomorrow.

So it is with government spend
ing. We see the results of govern
ment spending all around us. Gov
ernment services are sold at bar
gain rates below cost. The bureau
crats are good steady customers,
and the subsidy receivers spend
money more freely than those who
earn it. But many do not see the
complete price. They do not see the
schools, homes, hospitals and fac
tories that could have been erected
if the same funds had been left in
private hands. They do not see that
present bureaucrats could be pri
vate citizens producing goods not
now available, and that such an in
crease in marketable goods would
tend to reduce all prices and thu~

increase the satisfactions and liv
ing standards of every buyer. They
do not see the taxes that creep into
the prices of every loaf of bread
and pair of shoes, placing the prices
of such necessities beyond the
reach of the most needy.

When the government raises the
money it spends by borrowing sav
ings or taxing its citizens, it merely
transfers spending power from
private owners and to political
spenders in power. This creates no
new wealth. It reduces the amount
private citizens can spend while
increasing the amount government
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can spend. With less money in their
pockets and bank accounts, private
individuals and corporations must
reduce the amounts they spend or
invest. Assuming prices and wages
remain the same, they ,must buy
fewer goods and employ fewer
workers on private payrolls pro
ducing what people want most.

Money spent by governments
cannot create any more jobs or pro
duce any more wealth than it can
when spent by private persons. In
fact, it creates less, because both
the tax collectors and tax spenders
must be paid a commission. Their
labors add nothing to the wealth of
society. The shift of the money
from private citizens to political
spenders must result in fewer pro
ductive jobs, and thus a smaller
amount of goods and higher prices
than if the money had been left in
private hands.

Pattern of Production Changed

Political spending also changes
the whole pattern of the nation's
productive forces. If the govern
ment spends its money by giving
out subsidies to one privileged
group, the productive facilities of
the country are then partially di
rected toward satisfying the de
sires of that group instead of the
desires of those who originally
earned the money. Many workers
and investors must shift from pro
ducing goods and services for cus-

tomers who earn their money, to
producing goods and services for
those who first receive the dollars
distributed during the govern
ment's spending spree.

Then, too, much government
spending is not based on the eco
nomic principle of getting the most
for the least. This permits political
spenders to grant privileges to
their friends. Such political plums
provide more satisfaction and pros
perity for nonproducers at the ex
pense of producers. The net result
must always be a reduction in the
production of wealth. Any such re
duction in the quantity of goods and
services available in the market
tends to raise all prices and thus
reduce the satisfactions and living
standards of every buyer in that
market. So spending to help one
group, laudable as it may seem,
does not, and cannot, create gen
eral prosperity.

Diversion to War

If the government spending is
for war or defense, then some of
the nation's investors and workers
must go to work producing muni
tions and military supplies. All the
savings and workers so engaged are
withdrawn from industries satis
fying the private needs and wants
of individual consumers. The end
result, of course, is a reduction in
the satisfaction of the needs and
desires of all those who prefer con-
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sumer goods over war goods. The
nation may have full employment,
but individuals must certainly get
along with fewer consumer goods.
Such lower personal satisfactions
have never been considered greater
prosperity.

The only reason men and fac
tories are ever unemployed is that
they will not produce what con
sumers want most at prices con
sumers can and will pay. Both men
and factories can always be em
ployed, if they will accept market
wages and prices. When they con
sider these too low and rely on gov
ernment to pay higher than market
wages and prices with funds ob
tained from private citizens, the
immediate result must always be
unemployment or lower wages for
those formerly engaged in satisfy
ing the desires of those whose
money the government now spends.
Unless supported in idleness, these
workers will soon gravitate to
those industries or pursuits that
benefit most from the increased
government spending. Their com
petition will bring wages down to
market levels, and then no workers
will any longer benefit from the in
creased government spending.

Any switch of money from pri
vate owners to political spenders
can only result in a redirection of
the nation's productive forces and
temporary gains for those who first
receive the government orders or

subsidies. In the end, a readjust
ment of the nation's productive
forces will become necessary. Dur
ing the interim, total human satis
factions will be reduced and the
general welfare will suffer.

Danger of Depression?

The question now asked is
whether a substantial reduction in
present government spending
would create a depression. Under
the present restrictive labor and
monetary laws, the painful read
justment might well be long and
severe. Under a free economy, with
free market wages and interest
rates, the necessary readjustment
could be quickly made and soon
everyone would be enjoying a much
higher living standard.

If the government reduces both
taxes and spending, it will leave
more money in private hands. This
money then can, and will, employ
more people at higher real wages
to make more of what people want
most. The nation's productive forc
es would be redirected toward sat
isfying the wants of productive
persons, rather than satisfying
those who were the recipients of
government expenditures. In a
free market economy, every work
er and investor tends to seek those
outlets which will produce what
consumers want most, as indicated
by the wages and prices consumers
will pay. So workers and investors
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now engaged in satisfying politi
cal spending would soon find more
profitable outlets satisfying the
increased spending of private
producers. Everyone would soon
have more. That is not a depres
sion. That is prosperity.

Results of Inflation

In cases where the government
prints the money, either directly or
indirectly, by first printing bonds
and then issuing new money with
only its own bonds as security, the
result is inflation. Inflation is a
tax on everyone who owns or is
owed a dollar. Its effects are more
hidden than those of other taxes.
Another important difference is
that inflation transfers economic
wealth from one group of people to
another group, as well as from
private citizens to their govern
ment. The inflation tax is a boon to
all who owe dollars and a burden on
all who are owed dollars. It changes
the values of every contract that
specifies a future payrnent in dol
lars. It reduces the value of the
money involved. This is a tempo
rary boon to the payer but, in ef
fect, a tax on the recipient.

Under such inflationary condi
tions, wise businessmen become
hesitant about signing long-term
contracts, so necessary for our
present-day complicated produc
tion system. Government inflation
ary spending thus places an addi-

tional damper on prosperity, over
and above all drawbacks and redi
rection of productive forces
brought about by government
spending of funds amassed by
taxes or bond sales.

Those who first receive the newly
printed money are able to buy a
part of the nation's production
without having made any contribu
tion. They must profit at the ex
pense of all those who have con
tributed to the total production of
fered on the market place. Since
the rewards of productive contrib
utors are less, some will retire or
reduce their future contributions
to the market. Production will be
further reduced by the fact that
some of the printed money recipi
ents are supported in nonproduc
tive pursuits. Total production
must, therefore, be lower. This
means there will be less for every
one who spends dollars in the mar
ket place.

Taxes which raise prices or cur
tail private spending cannot in
crease total human satisfaction. In
creased taxes reduce the voluntary
transactions of a free people and
thus reduce their total satisfac
tions. Contrariwise, any reduction
in government spending and tax
ing will increase the individual
transactions of a free people and
thus their individual satisfactions
and prosperity.
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The Way to Prosperity
Government spending is an ex

pense or burden on total produc
tion and human satisfaction. Gov
ernment taxes are personal eco
nomic sacrifices and should be paid
only for the protection of life and
private property. When taxes are
so limited, they are an aid and
stimulant to total production and
human satisfaction. When they are
collected to help some at the ex
pense of others, they are a brake on
both production and human satis
faction. Any reduction in govern
ment taxes and spending increases
the goods and satisfactions avail
able for all those who have dollars
of their own to spend.

Competition in the service of
consumers is the one and only sure
way to produce a prosperity per
manently spiraling upward. All

political spending for purposes be
yond the protection of life and
property are a snare and a delu
sion. They discourage wealth pro
duction both by decreasing the re
wards of productive workers and
by supporting others in idleness or
nonproductive pursuits. In order
to keep up the appearances of pros
perity, government spending must
be constantly increased, with an
ever-increasing share of total pro
duction going to the nonproduc
tive. If these constantly increased
expenditures are not stopped in
time, the result will be a runaway
inflation like that which took place
in Germany in 1923. Government
budgets balanced by inflationary
spending can but bring a national
headache, for which the only per
manent cure is the intelligent use
of our God-given freedom. I)

iDEAS ON

LiBERTY

Reprints available, 10¢ each.

The Reason for Morality

WE IMPOSE MORAL RULES upon each other, and then come to see

the necessity of abiding strictly by them ourselves, because we

recognize the overriding necessity of preserving- these rules in

violate, if each of us is to live in peace and security, and to be

free to pursue his own purposes. In brief, if we are to minimize

conflict and to maximize social cooperation, we must be able to

trust each other, and we can do so only in a society in which each

of us can be depended on to act always and inflexibly on principle.

HENRY HAZLITT



ARE V lEW ER I,S NOT EBOO K JOHN CHAMBERLAIN

SOMEWHERE IN SANTAYANA, I for
get where, there is a remarkable
passage about all the powers and
the pressures in the universe that
keep jockeying, as it were, for po
sition to get in the clear on that
inside rail. Fecundity and inven
tiveness need channels. Leonard
Read, who is as near an approxi
mation to a saintly character as
anyone could find, has lived his life
as a channel clearer. He never ex
ploits his own personality. But his
new book CASTLES IN THE AIR
(Foundation for Economic Educa-
tion), is as redolent of a unique
personality as a well-tended hope
chest is of carnphor balls.

Leonard Read's economic theory

is solidly based on Carl Menger
and Ludwig von Mises, but the
curious thing about most of the
Read essays is the profusion, of
non-economic names that are used
to make economic points. In an es
say on the division of labor Read
quotes Thoreau and Alfred Lord
Tennyson, not Adam Smith. He
doesn't mention John Kenneth Gal
braith when he is writing about
the "bold-faced and flagrant lies"
that are part and parcel of a price
controlled economy. Instead, he in
vokes Shakespeare.

When he is writing about the in
dividual's drive to improve him
self, the substantiating quotations
are from C. S. Lewis, Heraclitus,

381
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and the German psychologist Fritz
Kunkel. In staking out the limits
of government power Read uses
Woodrow Wilson and Immanuel
Kant to make his points, and his
trust in the individual as a self
starter is bolstered by references
to William Butler Yeats, Joaquin
Miller, Benjamin Franklin and
Arnold Toynbee.

Of course, there are references
in CASTLES IN THE AIR to Adam
Smith, von Mises, Henry Hazlitt,
F. A. Hayek, Thomas Nixon Car
ver and W. A. Paton, all of whom
qualify as first-rate economic
minds. There is also one mention
of John Maynard Keynes. But it is
interesting that Read deals with
Keynes not as the founder of an
economic school but as an immor
alist. Mises appears as a political
philosopher and as a teacher, Haz
litt and Hayek as "ethicists of in
creasing influence." Just about the
only economist who gets extended
treatment in a Read essay as an
economist is Adam Smith. But it
is Smith on the nature of Provi
dence (the "invisible hand") that
gets Read going, and when one
talks about Providence one is talk
ing about "the inner nature of
things."

The Art 01 Living

The point is that Leonard Read
is more interested in the art of

Iiving than he is in the technical
aspects of economic science. He
wants to create character. If people
believe in uncoerced choice, the
economic system will take care of
itself. Read's pedagogic method is
to try and perfect his own under
standing and behavior. If he can
improve himself he is satisfied that
he can be a teacher by example,
not one by argument.

Noone, as Leonard Read says,
knows, all by himself, how to make
a pencil. Yet pencils are made and
sold by the gross. The market has
a wisdom that does not exist in
anyone person. So, naturally, Leon
ard Read wants to let individuals
follow their o\vn bents in an un
coerced way. The man who knows
something about lead will, through
the working of the market, pool
his knowledge and skill with those
of the man who knows something
about wood. The man who knows
about rubber will contribute the
eraser. Pencils - and virtually
every other economic product - de
pend on the generative capacity of
individuals who have no external
force standing in their way.

Freedom to Grow

But, though Read obviously uses
pencils and other economic goods,
it is the freedom to "flow and
grow" as human beings that is
his primary concern. When people
have creative freedom, they do
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more than eat well. They have a
margin to spare for other things.
Everyone has a vested interest in
the other fellow's diversity. Rev
erence for differences leads to rev
erence for life which is made up of
differences. So Leonard Read finds
himself writing about the "open"
human being in language which, to
me, borders on the mystical. He be
lieves that man who reveres life,
with all its diversities, can actually
"radiate" a feeling that will affect
the plant life around him. I know
that people can have rapport with
birds and dogs. But plants? They
depend on loving care. But do they
really care about the love as long as
they get water, warmth and sun
light?

Unlike Leonard Read, I wouldn't
bet on the plant having perception.
But, in a world of mysteries, Read
could be right. The main point is
the live-and-let-live quality of
Read's "freedom philosophy,"
which, if it could be universalized,
would create a world not only of
happy plants but of men and
women without envy.

Mr. Read's concept of civiliza
tion is the opposite of most peo
ple's. He believes that civiliza
tion represents an evolution from
the complex to the simple life.
When Thoreau went to' Walden
Pond, he had to be a master of
many skills. When one had to be
a Jack-of-all-trades to survive, it

made for complexity. One had little
time to discover one's own unique
ness. To get from Michigan to Los
Angeles in the days of Leonard
Read's grandfather, one had to
know something about horses,
hunting, Indian fighting, cooking
and Heaven knows what else. But
now all one has to do is to get on
a plane, wearing a suit from Hong
kong and shoes made in Rome. The
plane's chef, a specialist, can offer
you salmon 30,000 feet up from
3,000 miles away, still fresh.

The Simple Life

Read is so obviously right about
civilization permitting one to lead
the simple life. But our collective
refusal to abide by the live-and
let-live principles piles interven
tion on intervention and inflation
on inflation. So, in self-defense,
one is forced back to the J ack-of
all-trades philosophy. The believ
ers in a free market, in the free
flow of energy, are now subscribing
to economic letters that advise the
purchase of Walden-like retreats
far from our decaying cities. One
is advised to lay in a store of dried
and canned foods and to learn
something about gardening and
carpentry. If the inflation survival
letter writers are right, the only
practical insurance policy lies in
the cultivation of the Jack-of-all
trades attitude.

But, of course, that won't work
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for very long, either. When civili·
zation is on a retrograde course,
things won't stop at the Walden
Pond point. The stone age mental
ity comes next in the retrogres
sion, with the new savages from
the decaying cities fanning out
into the countryside to murder the
Jack-of-all-trades in his Walden
retreat for the sake of whatever
food is in his cellar or in his gar
den. Even if things don't go this

far, an armed dictator would be
quite capable of taking you out of
your retreat and putting you to
work on a collective farm.

No, there is no other way than
to fight it through on Leonard
Read's terms. Propagation of the
freedom philosophy is necessary
to survival. We luust put founda
tions under Mr. Read's castles in
the air. ~
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